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ABSTRACT

INVESTIGATION OF THE VALIDITY OF THE ANGOFF STANDARD SETTING
PROCEDURE FOR MULTIPLE-CHOICE ITEMS
SEPTEMBER 2000
JOHN D. MATTAR, B. A., TRINITY COLLEGE
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Ronald K. Hambleton

Setting passing standards is one of the major challenges in the implementation of
valid assessments for high-stakes decision making in testing situations such as licensing
and certification. If high stakes pass-fail decisions are to be made from test scores, the
passing standards must be valid for the assessment itself to be valid.

Multiple-choice test items continue to play an important role in measurement. The
Angoff (1971) procedure continues to be widely used to set standards on multiple-choice
examinations. This study focuses on the internal consistency, or underlying validity, of
Angoff standard setting ratings.

The Angoff procedure requires judges to estimate the proportion of borderline
candidates who would answer each test question correctly. If the judges are successful at
estimating the difficulty of items for borderline candidates that suggests an underlying
validity to the procedure.
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This study examines this question by evaluating the relationships among Angoff
standard setting ratings and actual candidate performance from professional certification
tests. For each test, a borderline group of candidates was defined as those near the
cutscore. The analyses focus on three aspects of judges' ratings with respect to item
difficulties for the borderline group: accuracy, correlation and variability.

The results of this study demonstrate some evidence for the validity of the Angoff
standard setting procedure. For two of the three examinations studied, judges were
accurate and consistent in rating the difficult of items for borderline candidates. However,
the study also shows that the procedure may be less successful in its application. These
results indicate that the procedure can be valid, but that its validity should be checked for
each application. Practitioners should not assume that the Angoff method is valid.

The results of this study also show some limitations to the procedure even when
the overall results are positive. Judges are less successful at rating very difficult or very
easy test items. The validity of the Angoff procedure may be enhanced by further study of
methods designed to ameliorate those limitations.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Introduction

Setting passing standards is one of the major challenges in the implementation
of valid assessments for high-stakes decision making in testing situations such as
licensing and certification. If high stakes pass-fail decisions are to be made from test
scores, the passing standards must be valid for the assessment itself to be valid.

As Shepard (1984) noted, "The validity of final classification decisions will
depend as much upon the validity of the standard as upon the validity of the test
content." Consider a given test, assuming that the test content is valid. A passing
standard may be set so high that almost no one passes the test or it may be set so low
than almost no one fails the test. In either case the validity of the passing standard
may be called into question.

Multiple-choice test items continue to play an important role in licensing and
certification assessment (Fidler, 1996). The Angoff (1971) procedure is one of the
most widely studied and most widely used methods for setting passing standards on
multiple-choice tests, particularly for licensing and certification tests (Fidler, 1996;
Sireci & Biskin, 1992). The method requires judges to estimate the probability that a
borderline (just passing) examinee will answer each question correctly. Although it
maintains its popularity, the Angoff procedure has recently come under increased
scrutiny. Kane (1994) has suggested a theoretical and empirical model for evaluating
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the validity of the procedure by examining the relationship between what judges
implementing the procedure are asked to do and the actual results on the test.

Impara & Plake (1997, 1998), Shepard, Glaser, & Linn (1993), and Linn,
Koretz, Baker, and Burstein (1991) have reported findings that call into question the
validity of the Angoff procedure. Their data indicate that standard setting judges
cannot accurately complete the task given to them in the procedure (to estimate the
proportion of candidates in a borderline group that will answer the item correctly) or
that the results from the procedure are not consistent or coherent. More recently,
Plake, Impara, and Irwin (1999) have suggested that given the proper conditions
(training, discussion among judges, provision of item data to judges) that the Angoff
method is both valid and reliable.

The validity of a standard setting method is a critical aspect of test validation.
If a test is to be used to make pass/fail decisions, the method of setting the cutscore
should be examined for validity.

Earlier studies (Thorndike, 1982; Lorge & Kruglov, 1953) investigated the
accuracy with which judges could estimate item difficulty. Other studies have focused
on comparing various methods of standard setting and examining to some extent the
relationship between judges' ratings of item difficulty and actual item difficulty (Smith
& Smith, 1988; Cross, Impara, Frary, & Jaeger, 1984; Norcini, Shea, & Kanya, 1988;
Norcini, et. al., 1987).

Many authors have suggested criteria for evaluating standard setting
procedures on a number of dimensions. Kane (1994) suggested a method to
demonstrate the validity of the Angoff standard setting procedure for multiple-choice
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items: examining how well judges predict the actual item-level performance of the
borderline group.

"The first method examines the relationship between minimum-pass levels
(MPLs) for items and item performance for examinees with scores near the
passing score. The proportion of examinees in an interval around the passing
score answering an item correctly would provide an empirical estimate of the
number of marginally competent examinees who can answer the item. This
empirical estimate can then be compared to the MPL produced by the judges.
The results of such comparisons could be used as a check on the internal
consistency of the ratings. To the extent that the empirical estimates of the
proportion of marginal examinees answering an item correctly differ from the
original judgments about the probability that a minimally competent examinee
would answer the item correctly, there is some inconsistency in the results.
Some differences are to be expected, but major inconsistencies would suggest
a possible problem. . . [If] we have some evidence that the item characteristics
that the judges are using to evaluate items are different from the item
characteristics that are determining the difficulty of items for examinees, and
this would cast doubt on the interpretability of the resulting passing scores in
terms of the performance standard."

This study investigates the validity of the Angoff standard setting procedure
using the approach suggested by Kane (1994). The use of this method assumes that
there should be some positive relationship between the pooled judge ratings on each
item and the empirical performance of borderline examinees. An item-by-item rating
process can be meaningful only to the extent that judges can discriminate successfully
among items on the dimensions relevant to the question being asked, in this case,
difficulty for borderline candidates.

Kane also suggested a contrasting groups approach as a variation on the
method described above. In this approach, the Angoff ratings would be compared to
the item performance for a group scoring well above the cutscore and a group scoring
well below the cutscore. However, this contrasting groups approach is not as direct a
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check on the validity of Angoff ratings as the "borderline" approach described above.
The Angoff standard setting question asks judges to estimate the proportion of
borderline examinees who would answer the item correctly.

Reid (1991) made a similar point.

"Standard setting ratings should be consistent with the relative difficulties of
items [for the reference group]. The Angoff ratings are intended to reflect the
difficulty of items for the reference group."

Shepard, Linn, and Glaser (1993) stated that improvements in the Angoff
method "cannot overcome the nearly impossible cognitive task of estimating the
probability that a hypothetical [borderline student] will get a particular item correct."

Haladyna (1994) questioned the "underlying assumption" that judges can
estimate item difficulty for a borderline group.

Schoon, Rosen, and Jones (1988) also questioned the validity of the Angoff
procedure. They stated that "distressingly little evidence exists" to support the
assumptions underlying the method. They continued:

"One might question, further, if judges can accurately estimate the probability
that such candidates will respond correctly to given multiple-choice questions.
The authors have found that judges in the credentialing fields do have
difficulty in envisioning the characteristics of minimally competent candidates
in their professions, and further, that they have difficulty in estimating
probabilities of correct responses to individual items."

Glass (1978) posed the question: "Can judges make such determinations
(Angoff ratings) consistently and reliably?"
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Schoon, Rosen, and Jones (1988) also argued that the Angoff method is
logically flawed. They reasoned that if the average Angoff rating across items is high
(e.g., 80%) then the 80% cutscore will be very difficult to pass, especially for just
competent candidates. Conversely, if the average Angoff rating across items is low
(e.g., 60%) then the 60% cutscore will be very easy to pass, even for just competent
examinees. They claim that this exposes a logical flaw in the Angoff method because
there is an inverse relationship between Angoff ratings and the difficulty of resulting
cutscores. However, the authors are missing the critical relationship between test
difficulty and cutscore. If the test is truly easy for borderline candidates then a
cutscore of 80% may not be that difficult to attain. Conversely, if the test is truly
difficult for borderline candidates then even a "low" cutscore of 60% may be difficult
to attain. In other words, one cannot evaluate raw cutscores without also examining
test difficulty. If the judges' ratings are consistent with actual item difficulties there
should not be a problem with the cutscore.

A cutscore resulting from the Angoff method provides the expected score of
the borderline candidate across all items on the test. For each item, the average or
median rating across all judges is calculated, giving an estimated probability of success
for borderline candidates for each item. The sum of those probabilities is typically
taken as the cutscore for the test. This is the expected score of the borderline
candidate, which logically should be the cutscore. If the judges rate items consistently
with the actual item difficulties the resulting cutscore should accurately reflect the
difficulty of the test.

Shepard, Glaser, and Linn (1993) argued that the Angoff method as typically
practiced is flawed because it is too focused on the level of individual test items.
Judges do not make integrated or holistic judgments at the total test level, so it is
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difficult for judges to take into account the integrated nature of achievement levels
across particular test items.

Jaeger (1990) concluded that the Angoff method yields more reasonable
standards than other methods and that it gives more stable (reliable) results. However,
he also commented on the lack of strong external validity evidence related to standard
setting methods, while questioning the value of examining the relationship between
standard setting item ratings and empirical item data:
"Unfortunately, there is no trustworthy empirical literature on the validity of
alternative standard setting methods and no basis forjudging validity. The
correlation evidence for relationships between empirically and judgmentally
proposed item difficulties, advanced in the name of validity evidence, is weakly
applicable to the question of intrajudge consistency, but provides no
information on the validity of test standards."

Jaeger was referring to the lack of good validity studies using criteria external
to the test. There are a number of difficulties in implementing and interpreting such
studies, as will be discussed later.

Statement of Purpose

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the validity of the Angoff standard
setting procedure and to suggest ways in which it might be improved. The validity of
the procedure is evaluated by examining the extent to which standard setting judges
can complete the task set before them in the Angoff procedure. The success of
standard setting judges in applying the procedure is evaluated in three ways. First, the
study will investigate how accurately judges predict the actual performance of
borderline examinees on the items administered during operational administrations of
credentialing tests. Second, the study evaluates how well the judges' rank ordering of
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item difficulties for borderline examinees relates to the actual rank ordering of item
difficulties for the borderline group. Third, the study examines the extent to which
certain categories of items are more challenging forjudges to rate.

Significance of the Study

Many professions continue to use multiple-choice items in their credentialing
and licensing examinations. Tests for doctors, lawyers, accountants, nurses, and
teachers all make extensive use of multiple-choice items as one part of an overall
assessment design (Fidler, 1996). Multiple-choice items provide an efficient, effective,
and reliable method of assessing a broad domain of content. Although many
credentialing examinations now use constructed-response items and performance
assessments as well, most continue to rely on multiple-choice items to some extent.

One of the most important components of licensing and certification testing is
the method of setting the cutscore that is used to distinguish between candidates who
will be certified and those who will not be certified. The classification of candidates as
either eligible or ineligible to be certified is the primary purpose in licensing and
certification assessment. As multiple-choice items continue to play an important role
in these examinations, there is a continuing need to apply a valid method of setting
standards (passing scores) on multiple-choice items.

The standard setting method originally proposed by Angoff (1971) continues
to be one of the most widely used methods for setting passing scores on multiplechoice tests (Fidler, 1996; Sireci & Biskin, 1992). Its popularity is based in part on its
ability to be implemented in a straightforward and efficient manner. The Angoff
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method has been evaluated on a number of dimensions and compared to other
standard setting methods. As reported by Jaeger (1989, 1990) the method is
preferable to other item-level methods (Nedelsky, Ebel) because it is more consistent
with itself across applications. However, there have been few large-scale evaluations
of the underlying validity of the procedure using the construct and methodology
proposed by Kane (1994).

Such an investigation can establish the underlying validity of the procedure.
The investigation may also uncover areas in which the method can be improved in
order to enhance its validity. The continued use of multiple-choice items creates a
continuing need for a valid method of setting standards on multiple-choice tests. The
continuing use of the Angoff method and the continuing criticisms of the procedure
create a need for a thorough evaluation of the method using a well-designed validation
procedure.

The results of this study are important for measurement specialists working in
the area of standard setting and the validation of standards, as well as for credentialing
and licensing agencies using multiple-choice items in their certification examinations.
The results are also important for those responsible for designing and implementing
standard setting studies and setting standards on other tests that include multiplechoice items.

Many researchers in this area (Plake, Impara, & Irwin, 1999; Impara & Plake,
1998; Taube, 1997; Shepard, Glaser & Linn, 1993; Linn, Koretz, Baker & Burstein,
1991; DeMauro & Powers, 1990, Smith & Smith, 1988) have suggested further
research using different tests and different judges.
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Limitations of the Study

This study is limited to the tests and standard setting judges included. A
number of researchers in this area have suggested that standard setting procedures be
analyzed over a range and variety of tests and standard setting panels. This study adds
to that literature by evaluating judges' ratings on a variety of tests not previously
studied for this purpose.

The study is also limited to the particular applications of the AngofF standard
setting method used in collecting the data included. There are a number of important
variables in how the AngofF method is applied.

Training of judges. What type of training is provided to the judges? How
extensive is the training? Does the training address the type of items to be rated and
issues related to making AngofF ratings?

Number of iterations of item ratings. Do the judges make a single round of
ratings or multiple rounds?

Type of item data provided. Are judges provided with data on item
performance before they make their initial or final ratings? Do they receive
instructions on the difference between data for all examinees and the potential
performance of borderline examinees?

Normative feedback provided. What type of normative feedback is provided
to judges? Do they receive data indicating the ratings made by other judges before
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finalizing their ratings? Do they receive data indicating potential examinee passing
rates given the cutscores suggested by their ratings?

Discussion and consensus-building. Do the judges discuss their ratings as a
group? If so, do judges revise their ratings on the basis of that discussion? Are the
judges encouraged to reach consensus on their item-level ratings?

Summary of the Study

This study examines the relationship between Angoff standard setting ratings
made by judges and the empirical item performance for a borderline group of
examinees, those near the cutscore for the test. This is the reference group that judges
are asked to use in making their Angoff standard setting ratings. The extent to which
the judges' ratings are consistent with the item performance of the borderline group
suggests the extent of the underlying "internal" validity of the procedure. How
successfully can judges complete the task that the Angoff standard setting method
presents to them?

There are many other dimensions on which to evaluate the validity of standard
setting methods. Chapter 2, Review of the Literature, discusses the other major
dimensions for evaluating the validity of standard setting methods and presents a
summary of the findings in those areas, for the Angoff procedure and other widelyused procedures for multiple-choice tests.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Overview of Issues in Standard Setting

Many standard setting methods and variations have been proposed and
implemented. Berk (1986) reviewed 38 methods of setting standards for tests. A
central issue in standard setting is how to evaluate and validate the various methods
and models available. There are many dimensions on which to potentially evaluate and
validate standard setting methods. Different methods will appear to be more or less
appropriate depending not only on the test in question but also on the criteria used to
evaluate the methods. There has been a great deal of discussion and disagreement
among researchers regarding which criteria should be emphasized in evaluating
standard setting.

This study focuses on the internal consistency and underlying validity of a
widely-used procedure. It is important to note that there are other categories of
criteria (as described below) but that those categories are not the focus of this study.
A review of those other criteria is included below as context for the present study.

Criteria for Evaluating and Validating Standard Setting Methods

A number of researchers have suggested criteria for evaluating and validating
methods of setting standards.
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Technical criteria for the evaluation and validation of standard setting methods
include the reproducibility of standards across applications and methods, variations in
ratings across judges, internal consistency of the ratings to empirical data, and
criterion-related external validation of standards (Berk, 1986; Shepard, 1984; Kane,
1994).

Jaeger (1990) categorized criteria for evaluating standard setting into two main
groups: validity and reliability.

Kane (1994) categorized as criteria for evaluating standard setting into two
groups: internal validity criteria and external validity criteria. He categorized what
was earlier called "reliability" as "internal validity".

1) Internal validity criteria (reproducibility of results, consistency within
judges, consistency across judges, standard error of the process, and comparison of
emipircal item data to judges' estimates of item difficulties for the reference group).

2) External validity criteria (criterion-related evidence, comparisons to results
from other standard setting methods, comparisons to results based on other tests and
other methods of assessments).

Following is a review of studies related to each of the main internal and
external criteria for evaluating the validity of standard setting methods.

Reproducibility of standards - consistency within a method. The
reproducibility of standards has long been an important technical consideration in
standard setting. Mirroring the concept of test-retest reliability, many researchers have
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looked at how well a single method of standard setting creates similar standards across
repeated applications. Berk (1996) emphasized the importance of the generalizability
of the standard set to other replications of the process or to other samples of judges.
This is in effect a test of the internal consistency of the results of the method across
replications. If a single method does not produce consistent results across replications
then the reliability of the method may be called into question.

Norcini and Shea (1992a) examined the reproducibility of standards over
groups and occasions. The first study involved four independent groups of judges (9 10 judges per group) rating the same set of test items. Judges used a two-stage
version of the Angoff procedure. After making initial item ratings, judges discussed
with each other the highest and lowest ratings on each item. They were then provided
with item p-values for a "borderline like" group. This group of examinees was defined
by candidates who had been assigned the lowest satisfactory ratings by their clinical
supervisors. Four groups of judges rated the items on each of two examinations. For
the first exam, only one of the four groups produced a standard that was significantly
different from the others. For the second exam, none of the four groups produced a
standard significantly different from the others. Overall, these results suggest an
internal consistency of the Angoff procedure.

In the second study, Norcini and Shea had eight judges rate the same set of
items on two separate occasions. The two rating occasions were two years apart. The
rating procedure was similar to the one described above except that item performance
data were not available for the items being rated. The overall cutscore across judges
was 69.2% for the first occasion and 69.0% for the second occasion. There was not a
significant effect for occasion. This result also suggests an internal consistency of the
Angoff procedure.
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Norcini, et. al. (1987) compared results from three applications of the AngofF
procedure to a medical licensing test. They applied three variations on the AngofF
method. The first application was conducted without any group discussion among
judges. The second application was conducted with discussion among judges of the
item ratings: judges had the opportunity to revise their item ratings after discussion.
The third application was conducted by judges individually one month after the second
application. The three cutscores obtained were not significantly different from each
other.

Mills (1983) reported that the use of a single method (the AngofF method)
yielded similar cutscores across two groups of judges. Each group contained 15
judges. One group included teachers while the other group included administrators
and policy-makers. The test used in this study was a second-grade basic skills test of
reading and mathematics for Louisiana public school students. While this comparison
is of interest, a more direct measure of comparability of standards across occasions
would have been to use two sets of teachers as judges, rather than two different
categories of judges. Although the convergence of the standards across the two
groups here is positive, it is entirely possible and reasonable that teachers might set
different standards than administrators and policy makers.

Plake, Impara, and Irwin (1999) evaluated consistency of AngofF ratings across
applications by examining the ratings given to a set of common items across years and
panels of judges. Two studies were conducted one year apart. There were 24 items in
common across the two studies. There were a total of 30 judges, 12 of whom were
common to both years. The results showed that there was a good deal of consistency
in how the same items were rated across applications of the AngofF procedure. The
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overall average difference (across judges) in the ratings was -0.0001, or just -0.01
percent. The average absolute difference in the ratings on the common items was 0.05
(5.0%). The absolute differences in ratings over the two rating sessions by item
ranged from 0.0006 to 0.126. Of the 24 items, only 2 had an absolute difference of
0.10 or greater and 7 had an absolute difference greater than 0.050.

In an evaluation of the Angoff method as applied to the 1990 NAEP
mathematics assessment, Linn, Koretz, Baker, and Burstein (1991) reported both
consistency and inconsistency in cutscores set by split halves of a given panel. There
were 9-11 judges per subgroup in the analysis. The consistency was in grade 12,
with differences in cutscores of 0 - 4 points on the NAEP scale, which has a standard
deviation of 14 points. The inconsistency was in grade four, with differences of 14 18 NAEP points, or more than one standard deviation of the test score scale.

Andrew and Hecht (1976) reported that there were no significant differences in
cutscores derived across two groups of judges when each group applied a single
method to the same test. This result held for both the Ebel and Nedelsky methods.

Behuniak, Archambault, and Gable (1982) found significant differences across
samples of judges for both the Angoff and Nedelsky methods. However, it should be
noted that these comparisons were made with relatively small samples of judges - three
to four judges per group.

Halpin, Sigmon, and Halpin (1983) studied the Angoff, Nedelsky, and Ebel
methods using a 90-item English test. Each of the 15 judges used all three methods.
There were no signficant differences across groups of judges within any of the three
methods. Each of the three methods showed reproducibility of standards across
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applications (internal consistency). Halpin et al. also looked at the results for groups
of judges: graduate students, high school teachers, and university faculty. Within
groups across methods the Ebel procedure produced the most stable set of cutscores.
In other words, the Ebel method yielded the most consistent cutscores across the three
groups of judges.

Reproducibility of standards - consistency across methods. Another aspect
of reproducibility of standards related to well as how well various standard setting
methods converge on a single standard for a given test. Glass (1978) stated this
concept directly:

"The two techniques [Ebel and Nedelsky] were designed for identical
purposes: to determine the test score that marks the minimum acceptable level
of competence or mastery. Those who claim that the methods are different and
should not be compared as I have done here must propose a priori reasons
from preferring one to the other. If not, they must admit that no good reasons
exist for preferring either method, and the choice between them has serious
consequences."

Shepard (1980) concurred:

In measurement, one is always content when measures of different things yield
different results; but if two instruments are intended to measure the same thing
and disagree widely, the conclusion is that one or both are seriously in error."

The notion that many standard setting methods are based on the same
underlying concept - that of defining minimal competence - cannot be taken as
absolute. To some extent that is the case, but consider for example the difference
between the Angoff and Nedelsky methods. In the Angoff method each judge rates
the probability that a borderline candidate will answer the item correctly. Judges use
either the full range of probabilities or some number of ranges of probabilities (e g.,
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seven to ten categories). In the Nedelsky method each judge is first asked to
determine which distractors the borderline candidate can eliminate. Next, the judge
assigns a probability that the borderline candidate will answer the item correctly by
assuming that the borderline candidate will guess at random among the options that
remain. This method severely restricts the options available to judges in assigning item
ratings. With a four-choice item the only probabilities that can be assigned are 0.25,
0.33, 0.50, and 1.00. The gap between 0.50 and 1.00 may make it difficult forjudges
to assign a probability higher than 0.50. In addition it is unclear that borderline
examinees simply guess at random from among the options they cannot eliminate with
certainty. Given these fundamental differences between the Angoff and Nedelsky
methods it is not difficult to imagine why they might result in different cutscores. Van
der Linden (1982) stated that "Obviously, the Angoff and Nedelsky techniques are
based on different conceptions of the behavior that a student exhibits when responding
to test items. . .Hence, it can be expected that there are many situations for which the
Nedelsky technique does not hold but the Angoff technique still does." This result is
based on the fact that the Nedelsky method is based on very strong assumptions about
examinee behavior while the Angoff method is not.

The suggestion that standard setting results be compared to those obtained
with other standard setting methods has intuitive appeal, but it seems more reasonable
to expect that a given standard setting method result in similar cutscores across
various sets of judges. How many comparisons among methods would be sufficient to
draw a generalizable conclusion about the various methods tested? How does one
determine which standard is "right"? If three methods yield three different results are
all of them "wrong"? Is one of them "right"? The one that passes more candidates?
the one that passes fewer candidates? The one that minimizes false positive errors in
classification? The one that minimizes false negative errors in classification? These
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questions should be considered in advance of embarking on a study of contrasting
methods.

Andrew and Hecht (1976) discovered a significant difference between the
standards resulting from the Ebel and Nedelsky methods. The test used was a 180
item test in a health profession. They commented:

"It is perhaps not surprising that two procedures which involve different
approaches to the evaluation of test items would result in different examination
standards. Such examination standards will always be subjective to some
extent and will involve different philosophical assumptions and varying
conceptualizations."

Norcini and Shea (1992a) agreed, stating that "various methods yield differing
cutscores. . . This is not surprising given ... the fact that assorted methods ask experts
to carry out different tasks."

Brennan (1998) echoes this view, stating that different methods of standard
setting may well result in different standards and that is not necessarily a problem. As
he states, "There is little logical or empirical justification for assuming that different
methods will or should converge to the same result. Surely some methods are better
than others in specific cases. . . What we most need is more vigilance in guarding
against misinterpretation of results." Brennan's point is similar to arguing that
although the results from two forms of a test should be very consistent (test-retest
reliability), there is no reason to expect that two different types of assessment
measuring the same construct should yield results as close together. What is important
is that those two assessments are postively correlated. We have no standard scale on
which to assess the differences among standard setting results. Two different
assessments may be moderately correlated with each other but that does not mean they
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will always give the same result. Perhaps one way to evaluate "reproducibility" across
various standard setting methods is to look at the correlations among them rather than
compare the absolute standards derived.

Skakun and Kling (1980) also compared the Ebel and Nedelsky methods, using
a general surgery test. Eight judges participated in the study, working in two sessions
that were six months apart. In one session the judges applied the Ebel method and in
the other session they applied the Nedelsky method to the same test. A significant
difference was found between the standards set using the two methods across one set
of judges. The authors concluded that because of the failure of the methods to
converge they would continue to use a strictly normative approach to standard setting.

Impara and Plake (1997) compared the Angoff method to a "two-choice"
Angoff method. In the two-choice method, judges rated whether a borderline
examinee would answer the item correctly, yes or no. The cutscores derived from the
two methods were similar. The two groups of judges contained ten judges each. One
group of judges applied the Angoff method and the other group used the "yes/no"
method. For an 89 item test (grade 5 mathematics) the cutscores derived were 58.3
for the Angoff method and 59.5 for the "yes/no" method. Impara and Plake noted that
the difference in cutscores was less than the standard error of measurement for the
test.

Impara et. al. (1998) compared the Angoff procedure to a modified procedure
in which judges were engaged in a "concept focusing strategy". This strategy involved
discussion of the "typical" student in addition to the standard discussion of the
"borderline" student. Judges in the concept focusing group also made Angoff type
ratings of the item difficulty for the "typical" student. Judges estimated the
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performance of the "typical" student as well as estimating the performance of the
"borderline" student. This procedure is quite similar to the one employed by Reid
(1985). Impara et. al. reported that the "concept focusing strategy resulted in
significantly lower standards than the traditional Angoff procedure [Reid (1985)
reported the same findings.] There were 12 judges in each group, and all judges rated
the same 62-item high school mathematics test. The cutscores derived were 28.3 for
the concept focusing method and 36.1 for the traditional Angoff method. Both groups
of judges completed two rounds of ratings. Item performance data were provided to
judges between the two rounds of ratings.

Brown (1993) compared the Angoff method to contrasting groups and
borderline group methods for student mastery tests. He found significant differences
between the Angoff based cutscores and those set using the borderline group and
contrasting groups approaches. In all cases the Angoff cutscores were higher than the
other two. The borderline group and contrasting groups cutscores were quite similar
to each other in all cases.

Woehr, Arthur, and Fehrmann (1991) found no difference between a cutscore
based on Angoff ratings and a cutscore derived from a contrasting groups procedure.
The test studied was a 30-item test in general psychology for undergraduates. The
Angoff judges were seven graduate students, and the contrasting groups were students
receiving grades of "A" and "F" in the course.

In a related study, Fehrmann, Woehr, and Arthur (1991) found no significant
difference between the cutscores based on two versions of the Angoff method. In one
variation, the judges received additional "frame-of-reference" training in which they
discussed and reached consensus on the definition of the "borderline" student before
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making any item ratings. In a third version of the Angoff method, in which judges
received very limited training, the cutscore was significantly different from the
"standard" training and "enhanced" training conditions.

Mills (1983) found for some tests similarity between cutscores based on the
Angoff method and those based on the contrasting groups method. However, the
cutscores resulting from the borderline groups method differed from those from the
Angoff and contrasting groups methods. The same judges applied all three methods.

Halpin, Sigmon, and Halpin (1983) compared the Angoff, Nedelsky, and Ebel
methods using a 90-item English test for admission into teacher education. Each of
the 15 judges used all three methods. There were significant differences in the
cutscores derived from the three methods. The Ebel method yielded the highest
cutscore and the Nedelsky method yielded the lowest.

Koffier (1980) found no pattern of agreement or disagreement of cutscores set
using the Nedelsky and constrasting groups methods. The tests studies were four
reading and four mathematics tests from the New Jersey public school student testing
program.

Behuniak, Archambault, and Gable (1982) reported a significant difference in
the cutscores computed from applications of the Angoff and Nedelsky methods to a
reading test, with the Nedelsky cutscore being lower (57% to 43% correct).
However, they found no significant difference in the cutscores across methods for a
math test (although the Nedelsky cutscore in this case was higher: 77% to 70%). Six
to seven judges used each method on each test. The tests were 80 - 90 items long.
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Brennan and Lockwood (1980) compared the Angoff and Nedelsky methods
using generalizability theory. Five raters used both procedures on a 126-item test in a
"health-related area" that was not a minimum competency test. They found
significantly different standards set by the two methods, with the Angoff based
standard being higher. The Angoff cutscore was 66.3% correct and the Nedelsky
cutscore was 55.6% correct. Brennan and Lockwood discussed at length how the two
methods should logically lead to different standards since they ask judges to
operationalize the concept of "mimimum competence" in fundamentally different ways,
as was described earlier.

Stephenson, Elmore, and Evans (1998) found statistically significant
differences in the cutscores set using a modified-Angoff procedure and the Jaeger
method applied by a single set of judges to the same test. Each judge completed two
rounds of ratings. For the second round of ratings each judge was provided with item
p-values and the ratings of the other judges. The Jaeger-based cutscore was the higher
cutscore, and this is perhaps not a surprising result since in the Jaeger method each
judge can assign a probability of success for each item of only 0% or 100%, while the
modified Angoff procedure allows some greater variation in the item ratings. When
faced with a choice between rating an item 0% or 100%, judges may err on the side of
choosing 100% for fear of setting too low a standard.

Shepard, Glaser, and Linn (1993) reported mixed results in comparing Angoffbased cutscores to cutscores set using a "whole book method" on the NAEP grade 8
math assessment. For the whole book method, judges placed completed student
assessment booklets into the three NAEP categories of basic, proficient, and
advanced. These results were compared to results based on the NAEP cutscores. No
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significant differences were found for the basic and proficient levels. However, there
was a significant difference at the advanced level.

Harker and Cope (1988) compared two versions of the Angoff method to a
holistic method using nineteen judges rating a professional licensing test. The judges
were divided at random into two groups. Each group rated four test forms. Each
judge applied four standard setting methods to each form. The methods used were a
holistic method, a test blueprint method, the Anogff method, and a modified Angoff
method in which judges were given a set of nine options to choose from with the
lowest option being 0.25 (chance level). A comparison of the cutscores derived from
the Angoff and modified Angoff procedures revealed a statistically significant
difference for only one of the eight test forms. The holistic method did not involve
judge examination of individual items so only four exams were used. For three of
those four tests, the holistic method produced a cutscore similar to that produced by
the Angoff methods.

Livingston and Zieky (1989) compared the Angoff and Nedelsky methods to
the borderline group and contrasting groups methods of standard setting using student
tests of reading and mathematics for grades 6-8. They reported that the Angoff
cutscores correlated to the mean scores by students (by teacher) at 0.61 for reading
and 0.85 for math. The Nedelsky cutscores correlated to mean student scores at -0.33
for reading and 0.70 for math. This compared to correlations of 0.70 and 0.84 for the
borderline group method and correlations of 0.43 and 0.65 for the contrasting groups
method. Analysis of the cutscores derived from the various methods indicated that the
Angoff and Nedelsky procedures were not consistent with the borderline groups
procedure. Theoretically, both the Angoff and Nedelsky procedures are related to the
concept of a "borderline" group. The borderline group and contrasting groups in this
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study were defined by the teachers themselves. The authors noted that the
"borderline" groups chosen by the teachers had standard deviations almost as large as
the standard deviations for all examinees, indicating that the teachers had some
difficulty in identifying a borderline group. However, the mean scores for the
"borderline" groups did fall between the mean scores for the constrasting groups
(masters and nonmasters).

Livingston and Zieky did not provide a direct comparison of the Angoff and
Nedelsky procedures. Rather, each method was compared to the contrasting groups
and borderline methods. Analysis of the cutscores derived indicates that the Angoff
procedure was more consistent with the contrasting groups procedure and less
consistent with the borderline group procedure, particularly for the math tests.
However, the results showed no consistent patterns, either by methods or by the eight
schools in the study. The Nedelsky cutscores also appeared to be more consistent
with the contrasting groups cutscores, especially for reading.

Garrido and Payne (1987) found no significant difference between cutscores
set using the Angoff and modified-Angoff procedures. The modified Angoff
procedure involves giving judges only seven pre-determined probabilities from which
to choose in making their item ratings.

Cross, Impara, Frary, and Jaeger (1984) compared the Angoff, Nedelsky, and
Jaeger methods using the NTE exams in Elementary Education and in Mathematics.
They reported significant differences among the cutscores produced by all three
methods.
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Consistency among judges (interjudge consistency). Also related to the
notion of reliability is the criteria that there be some degree of convergence in the
ratings of individual judges. If there is a great deal of variability among judges' ratings
for a given set of items, that may indicate a weakness in the standard setting method.
Cizek (1996) discussed the criterion of inteijudge consistency in which a standard
setting method is evaluated based on the rate of agreement among judges. He noted
that such inteijudge consistency may not be desirable if the panelists were chosen to
represent divergent interests or diverse audiences. Shepard (1984) stated that:

"... seeking consensus may be misplaced precision at this stage of the
standard-setting process. It could be that the range of individual judges'
standards spans a reasonable range on the performance continuum; it could
also be that all of the judges have proposed unrealistic standards."

Englehard and Stone (1998) also noted that there are two possible ways to
view the importance of inteijudge consistency. If the goal of standard setting is to
produce agreement among judges, then variability among judges would be considered
a rating error. Iterative standard setting procedures that encourage discussion among
judges before any final ratings are made are designed to minimize this type of rating
error. Englehard and Stone also state the opposite view:

"An alternative way to view judge variability is to recognize that judges come
from different settings with different experiences, and they may even have been
deliberately selected to represent diverse view points. From this perspective,
the goal is to describe this variability and present the [decision-making] board
with the calibrated view of the different judges."

Berk (1996) disagrees, noting that consistency among panelists is important in
evaluating standard setting methods:
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"A generalizability coefficient computed from the between-judges variance
component would furnish evidence of the dependability of the cut-score(s)
generated from the specific sample of judges. It would indicate the extent to
which the standard is replicable or generalizable to other judges. This is an
important criterion for evaluating the success of the process."

The difference on this issue may be one of timing. It may be reasonable to
expect that at least initially judges may have differing opinions on what defines a
minimally qualified candidate. Initial differences among judges' ratings may be more
representative of differences among conceptions of competence than of a weakness
inherent in a particular standard setting method.

However, eventually a single standard must be set in order to make pass - fail
decisions. In many standard setting procedures, the initial differences among judges
are often moderated through discussion and the provision of feedback to the judges
regarding their ratings, the ratings of their peers, and the potential impact of those
ratings on examinees. Shepard (1984) takes this line of reasoning, suggesting that the
full range of judge estimates should be compared to empirical data before any
consensus is sought or any standard is set. These data might include normative data
on examinee passing rates at various cutscores as well as data from contrasting groups
or borderline groups studies.

Busch and Jaeger (1990) conducted a large-scale study using 236 judges and
seven subtests of the National Teacher Examination (NTE). They found that a twostage iterative application of the Angoff procedure resulted in increased levels of
internal consistency, using Ebel's (1951) coefficient of reliability for recommended
passing standards. For the second round of ratings, judges were provided with item pvalues (for the total examinee group), as well as normative information concerning
their initial ratings and the ratings of the other judges. Finally, judges were engaged in
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discussion as a group about the range of the various item ratings before each judge
made the second round item ratings. Busch and Jaeger reported internal consistency
estimates for the recommended standards ranging from 0.714 to 0.973 for the first
round. The 0.714 figure was the only estimate below 0.867, so for six of the seven
tests the first round internal consistency estimate was relatively strong. The second
round of ratings produced consistency high indices of internal consistency, ranging
from 0.901 to 0.980. The internal consistency estimate increased after the second
round of item ratings for each of the seven tests used. Busch and Jaeger commented,
"The internal consistency indices are quite acceptable. . . with one exception, the
reliabilities of judges' recommendations are greater than those of observed test scores."

Brown (1993) reported inteijudge reliability of 0.75 - 0.78 forjudges using
AngofF ratings to rate items on fourth, seventh, and tenth grade student tests. There
were four to six judges rating each test.

Fehrmann, Woehr, and Arthur (1991) reported interrater reliabilities for three
variations on the AngofF procedure. The reliabilites were obtained using
generalizability theory. The 21 judges were divided into three groups of seven judges
each. One group received limited training, one group received "standard" training, and
one group received "enhanced frame-of reference" training. This third group
discussed and reached consensus on a definition of the borderline student before
making any AngofF ratings on test items. The test was a 30-item test. The interrater
reliabilities reported were 0.67, 0.73, and 0.80 for the three groups of judges
respectively.

Garrido and Payne (1987) also used Ebel's (1951) method for estimating
inteijudge consistency. They reported estimates of 0.94 - 0.96 for judges using item
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data in making their AngofF ratings and estimates of 0.74 - 0.79 forjudges who were
not provided with item data in making AngofF ratings.

Cope (1987) reported generalizability coefficients (estimates of inteijudge
consistency) of 0.97 - 0.98 forjudges using a two-stage AngofF procedure on a
professional certification test. There were a total of 19 judges in two groups. For the
second round of AngofF ratings, judges were provided the mean of initial ratings
across all judges, as well as the p-values for examinees near the old cutscore for
previously used test items. Approximately two-thirds of the items on each test form
rated were previously used items.

Norcini et. al. (1987) reported the index of dependability for AngofF ratings for
a medical licensing test. The values ranged from a low of 0.79 with 5 raters to a high
of 0.97 with ten raters.

Halpin and Halpin (1987) reported inteijudge reliabilities of 0.84 for Ebel
ratings, 0.81 for AngofF ratings, and 0.74 for Nedelsky ratings for 15 judges rating a
90-item test of English for entry into teacher education.

In their comparison of the AngofF, Jaeger, and Nedelsky methods, Cross,
Impara, Frary, and Jaeger (1984) reported estimates of the consistency of ratings
across judges. They used Ebel's index for the reliability of average ratings. The
estimates were highest for the AngofF method (0.74 and 0.78), lower for the Jaeger
method (0.53 and 0.62) and and the Nedelsky method (0.53 and 0.51).

Behuniak, Archambault, and Gable (1982) reported interrater correlations for
both the AngofF and Nedelsky procedures for two tests in reading and math. Six to
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seven judges applied each method. For both tests the interrater correlations were
higher for the Angoff judges (reading = 0.48 and math = 0.65) than for the Nedelsky
judges (reading = 0.26 and math = 0.56).

Brennan and Lockwood (1980) reported relatively low rater intercorrelations
of 0.187 for Angoff ratings and 0.222 for Nedelsky ratings. There were five judges in
the study and each judge used both procedures.

Skakun and Kling (1980) found more variability across judges for the Nedelsky
method than for the Ebel method. They reported Ebel's estimates of inteijudge
reliability as 0.61 for Nedelsky ratings and 0.98 for Ebel ratings.

Stephenson, Elmore, and Evans (1998) employed a generalizability analysis
that generated reliabilities based on Ebel's formula. Six judges rated a set of 25 items
for a test in a Master's degree program in counseling. Judges used the modified
Angoff and Jaeger methods and made their ratings for both methods at the same time
on each item. Each judge completed two rounds of ratings. For the second round of
ratings each judge was provided with item p-values and the ratings of the other judges.
For the first round ratings the inteijudge reliability estimates were 0.52 for the Angoff
method and 0.43 for the Jaeger method. For the second round ratings the reliability
estimates were higher. 0.79 for Angoff and 0.71 for Jaeger. Stephenson, Elmore, and
Evans also reported the variation in cutscores within method based on the ratings of
each of the six judges in the study. The cutscores based on the modified Angoff
ratings ranged from 43% correct to 66% correct across the six judges. The cutscores
based on the Jaeger ratings ranged from 72% correct to 92% correct across judges.
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Plake and Impara (1997) reported that the second round cutscores across ten
judges applying the Angoff procedure showed greater variability than the first round
cutscores. The second round cutscores varied by judge from 39 to 72 (out of 89
items). The standard deviation of the cutscores by judge also increased during round
two for the ten judges applying a modified "yes/no" Angoff procedure. For the
"yes/no" procedure, the second round judge-based cutscores ranged from 48 to 70.
For both rounds the variability (standard deviation) of judge-based cutscores was
greater for the Angoff procedure, as compared to the "yes/no" procedure.

Shepard, Glaser, and Linn (1993) found "substantial" differences among
cutscores by judge even after three rounds of Angoff ratings on the NAEP assessment.
The standard deviation of judge-based cutscores was 7-18 NAEP scale points, which
is less than half the standard deviation of NAEP test scores (40 points). It is not clear
how a standard deviation of individual judge cutscores (made without benefit of
discussion) that is less than one half the standard deviation of test scores represents a
"substantial" difference among judges.

Norcini and Shea (1992a) examined the use of the Angoff method on a medical
licensing test of 48 items using 8 judges. The cutscores based on the ratings of each
judge ranged from 62% correct to 75% correct.

In another study, Norcini and Shea (1992b) reported less variation among
judges in cutscores set using the Angoff method. Two groups of 10 judges each rated
a test form. For one group the cutscores by judge ranged from 65% correct to 70%
correct. For the second group the cutscores by judge ranged from 69% correct to 71
% correct.
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DeMauro and Powers (1990) reported on inteijudge consistency. In their
study, 19 judges rated 130 items on a test of school psychologists using a 7-choice
modified Angoff scale. The scale was based on the ETS delta scale, a transformation
of p-values, so the choices were 2%, 10, 25, 40, 60, 80, and 98. Inteijudge
consistency was evaluated by examining the difference among judges of the overall
estimate of item difficulties by judge to the overall mean item difficulty in delta units.
The range was - 0.28 to 0.65 across judges with a mean difference of 0.23 delta units.
The delta scale has a mean of 13 and a standard deviation of 4, so the mean difference
among judges was less than one-sixteenth of a standard deviation of the scale being
used.

Mills (1983) reported that there were wide variations among judges in setting
cutscores using the Angoff method. He commented: "Although judges are not
expected to totally agree with each other, the magnitude of the ranges was
unexpected." For example, the range of cutscores across judges was 8 items out of a
total of 30 items for reading and 18 items out of 42 items in math. That is a range of
27% for reading and a range of 43% for math.

Consistency within judges (intrajudge consistency). If individual judges
cannot apply a method consistently that may indicate that the method is difficult or
confusing for judges or that the training provided was inadequate. Intrajudge
consistency has been evaluated from a variety of perspectives.

Van der Linden (1982) developed a method for examining intrajudge
consistency using Item Response Theory. The method is based on a comparison of
each judge's item ratings to the actual probability of success for each item for
examinees at the cutscore. For each item, the judge's Angoff or Nedelsky rating (as a
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probability of success) is compared to the actual probability of success for examinees
at the cutscore level on the ability scale. Van der Linden applied his method to 18
items from a tenth grade physics test that fit a one-parameter Rasch model (the items
that did not fit the model were not used in the study). Nine judges used the Nedelsky
procedure and eight judges used the Angoff procedure. The Nedelsky procedure may
have been affected by the fact that some of the items were three-option and some were
four-option. Across the nine Nedelsky judges the mean error was 0.25, or 25%. The
overall index of consistency was 0.68. The results for the eight Angoff judges were
somewhat better. The average error was 0.18 and the index of consistency was 0.77.
It should be noted that judges made only a single round of ratings and were not
provided with any item-level data in making their ratings.

Shepard, Glaser, and Linn (1993) used a variation on the Van der Linden
approach in evaluating the Angoff ratings forjudges rating the National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP). They evaluated intrajudge consistency by comparing
the ratings of each judge to the actual performance of examinees near the "cutscore"
implied by that judge's ratings. The correlation by judge improved over rounds of
ratings. In the first round of ratings judges were not provided any data. In round two,
they were given item difficulty data. In round three they were given information on
their own level of consistency. For Math (basic level), the correlations indicating
intrajudge consistency were 0.43 - 0.59 in round one and 0.75 - 0.85 for round three.

DeMauro and Powers (1990) used a similar method to evaluate intrajudge
consistency. In their study, 19 judges rated 130 items on a test of school
psychologists using a 7-choice modified Angoff scale. The scale was based on the
ETS delta scale, a transformation of p-values, so the choices were 2%, 10, 25, 40, 60,
80, and 98. It is interesting to note that 2 of the 7 choices given to judges were below
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chance (20%). DeMauro and Powers computed for each judge the correlation
between the judge's item ratings (in delta values) to the delta value of each item for the
examinees within 0.50 SEM of the cutscore for the individual judge. The correlations
by judge ranged from 0.25 - 0.56 with a median correlation of 0.42. DeMauro and
Powers also noted that the same computation taking into account all judges was more
appropriate since the cutscore is typically set by taking into account all judges ratings
together across all items. Their findings in that case are reported later in the section
"Research Related Directly to This Study."

In the same study, DeMauro and Powers reported another measure of
intrajudge consistency - the absolute difference between observed and estimated item
difficulties (in deltas) by judge. A smaller number indicates a greater level of
intrajudge consistency. They reported a range of 1.99 - 3.66 with a mean of 2.55.
The delta scale used has a mean of 13 and a standard deviation of 4. DeMauro and
Powers concluded that the results showed a modest level of intrajudge consistency.

Garrido and Payne (1987 ) used Cronbach's Alpha to evaluate intrajudge
consistency forjudges using the Angoff and modified Angoff procedures. Each judge
rated 20 test items. Alpha estimates of intrajudge consistency were 0.97 when judges
were provided item-level data in making their ratings and 0.81 when judges were not
provided item data.

Stephenson, Elmore, and Evans (1998) evaluated intrajudge consistency by
examining the average absolute difference between individual judge ratings on each
item and the associated item p-values. The idea here is that a judge is consistent in
applying the procedure if he or she rates items consistently in line with their associated
p-values (which were provided to judges in this study). A lower average absolute
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difference indicates a higher level of internal judge consistency. They reported an
average absolute difference for the Angoff ratings of 0.127 (12.7%)and an average
absolute difference for the Jaeger ratings of 0.207 (20.7%). Only six judges
participated in the study and only 25 items were rated.

Plake and Impara (1996) reported an average absolute difference between
Angoff ratings 0.073 (7.3%) for 10 judges each rating the same 24 items twice during
a standard setting study. This indicated a high level of intrajudge consistency in
applying the Angoff procedure.

Plake, Impara, and Irwin (1999) evaluated intrajudge consistency by having
judges rate a subset of items a second time within a single study, using the Angoff
method. The subset of items to be rated a second time was embedded within a larger
set of new items. When rating the common item subset a second time, judges did not
have access to their initial ratings on the items. The results showed that judges were
able to rate items consistently across occasions. The average absolute difference in the
paired ratings was 0.040 (4.0%) to 0.083 (8.3%).

Impara and Plake (1997) cited Berk (1996) as providing a way to evaluate
intrajudge reliability: by examining the consistency of each judge's ratings across
rounds of a standard setting process. How consistently does each judge rate the same
item across rounds? This is a rather curious way of evaluting judge consistency
because the purpose of a two-round rating process is typically to get judges to modify
extreme ratings they may have made in the first round. Judges are typically presented
with examinee performance data and the ratings of other judges when making second
round ratings. Berk (1996) even suggests that such "between round" reliabilities
might be low because judges are "making appropriate adjustments in their ratings." If
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that is to be expected then it is not clear why intrajudge consistency across rounds is a
useful evaluation criterion. At the total cutscore level (as opposed to the item level),
Impara and Plake reported that the correlation between each judge's total cutscore for
first and second round ratings was 0.90 for the Angoff method and 0.56 for a modified
"yes/no" Angoff method which presented raters with a dichotomous choice for each
item.

Smith and Smith (1987) investigated intrajudge consistency by examining the
ratings of each judge for "fatigue" or "warm up" effects. For the fatigue effect the
question posed was "Do judges simplify their task as they proceed?" (by decreasing
their use of item variables in making their ratings). The authors found no evidence of
fatigue effects for either set of judges. 15 judges used the Angoff method and 15
judges applied the Nedelsky method to a 64 item high school reading competency test.
(It should be noted that 64 items is not a particularly long standard setting task, so the
absence of fatigue effects might be investigated with longer test forms.) For the warm
up effect the question was "Do judges increase their use of item variables in making
their ratings?" Smith and Smith reported a small warm up effect for the Angoff ratings
and none for the Nedelsky ratings. They concluded that "the ratings [of each judge]
show far more consistency than variability over a 64 item test."

Expected differences in ratings across content areas and cognitive areas.
Another way to evaluate standard setting ratings is to look for differences among item
subsets that might be expected within a given test. For example, in a mathematics test
one might expect that certain topics would be more difficult for examinees and
therefore would receive lower average ratings across judges than items covering
another topic. Or, one might expect that items tapping more advanced cognitive skills
might receive lower ratings across judges as compared to items measuring less
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advanced cognitive skills. Linn, Koretz, Baker & Burstein (1991) found none of these
expected differences among the ratings of 63 judges across three grade levels for the
NAEP math assessment. They conclued that the lack of differences across content
areas and cognitive areas showed a weakness with the Angoff method. Shepard,
Glaser, and Linn (1993) reported similar findings forjudges rating both the reading
and mathematics NAEP assessments.

Coherence across grade levels. If judges are rating the same items for
proficiency levels across grade levels it might be expected that the ratings for the
higher grade levels would be higher, because judges should rationally expect a higher
level of performace for students in later grades, on the same content. In their
evaluation of the standards set for the 1990 NAEP mathematics assessment, Linn,
Koretz, Baker, and Burstein (1991) analyzed the third round ratings of judges across
three grade levels on a set of common items. There were 19-22 judges per grade
level. In the first round of Angoff ratings judges had no data available. In a second
round they were provided with item p-values. A third round followed with discussions
of each item by the judges in each grade. The expected differences for common items
across grade levels were not found. For grade 8 the mean Angoff rating was 66% (for
the basic level) while on the same items in grade 12 it was only 57% (for the basic
level). At the proficient level the means were 84% for both grades and at the
advanced level the difference was small - 93% for grade 8 and 96% for grade 12. On
the other hand, the authors did not point out the obvious "coherence" that the
differences that could be expected among "levels" (basic, proficient, advanced) within
grade did exist. In other words, the Angoff-based cutscores for each grade were
lowest for "basic" and highest for "advanced", suggesting a coherence within grade
levels.
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Rating errors. Englehard and Stone (1998) discussed and examined five
types of rating errors that judges might make in standard setting. Some of these errors
are related to the notions of inteijudge and intrajudge consistency. Rater severity or
leniency is a general tendency of a judge to consistently rate items either too high or
too low, compared to actual examinee performance on the items. A halo effect is
defined as the tendency for judges to fail to distinguish between more difficult and less
difficult items when making ratings. For example, a judge might tend to rate all items
as hard or all items as easy, regardless of item content or item data provided. Central
tendency is an error when judges rate most or all items near the midpoint of the rating
scale, independent of relevant item characteristics or item data provided. Restriction
of range occurs when a judge makes ratings within a narrow band of the rating scale.
This error is conceptually related to both halo effect and central tendency.

In their study of the Objective Standard Setting Method, Englehard and Stone
(1998) found evidence of a severity effect, no evidence of a halo effect, no evidence of
restriction of range, and evidence that one judge (out of 9) showed an error in
interrater reliability when compared to the other eight judges. Central tendency could
not be evaluated since the Objective Standard Setting Method uses a dichotomous
rating question: Is this item essential for "a nurse to know to be considered a field
specialist?" Englehard and Stone employed a Rasch-based model to evaluate the
standard setting ratings of the judges.

Judge competence. Chang, Dziuban, Hynes, and Olson (1996) studied the
relationship between how judges actually performed on test items and the Angoff
ratings they gave to those items. Seventeen judges rated a 122-item test for secondary
school economics teachers. Chang et. al. found that, perhaps not surprisingly, judges
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who answered an item correctly tended to set higher standards on that item compared
to judges who answered the item incorrectly.

The same study also investigated intrajudge inconsistency. The authors
examined the variance of the item Angoff rating means (for items with the same pvalues) averaged across all judges. The concept was that if a judge is consistent in
making Angoff ratings then items of equal difficulty should receive similar ratings from
a given judge. In this study, 17 judges rated a 122 item test for teachers of economics.
Item p-values were based on the responses of the judges, who took the test prior to
rating the items. Judges who answered items correctly were more consistent in their
ratings than judges who answered the same items incorrectly.

Finally, Chang, et. al. reported that the level of inteijudge reliability was higher
for items that five or more judges answered incorrectly compared to items for which
only one judge answered incorrectly.

External validity - comparison to external criteria. Another way to look at
standards is to evaluate the actual consequences of those standards in relation to other
criteria external to the test. For example, a test could be given to groups of "known"
masters and non-masters in an effort to determine whether the standard is valid (Kane,
1994; Shepard, 1984). Sometimes this concept is used to set standards in the
"contrasting groups" or "borderline group" methods.

Cutscores resulting from these methods have been compared to cutscores derived
from the Angoff and other test-based judgmental procedures (see section above on
comparability of standards across methods). A comparison of standards derived from
a judgmental procedure to standards derived from a borderline or contrasting groups
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method is similar to the notion of external validation. The examinees are "external"
because they have been classified by some procedure external to the test and the
judgmental standard setting method being evaluated.

However, Kane (1994) raises issues associated with external criteria, especially
the traditional concept of criterion-related validity evidence. He notes that such data is
typically very difficult to gather and even more difficult to interpret. For example, in a
licensing setting, to conduct a proper criterion-related validity study one would have
to allow "failing" candidates to practice so as not to restrict the range of candidates in
the study. This may pose extreme difficulties and ethical issues. Another problem may
arise with the external "criterion" itself. It may not be as valid or reliable as the test,
but by comparing the test to the external criterion the test may be made to look
inadequate when in fact the external criterion may be inadequate.

Likewise, the "external" criterion used to classify examinees as borderline or as
masters and nonmasters may not be as valid or reliable as the test itself. For example,
some studies have used individual teacher ratings of students or GPA as external
criteria without reporting on the reliability and validity of those measures. If
examinees are not reliably classified by the external criterion then there is no way to
compare its results to the results of the standard setting procedure being evaluated.

As Kane (1998) noted, the choice of a criterion variable is very important. The
criterion variable chosen will affect the standard being set and if the criterion is not
appropriate for the purposes of the test then the standard set using it may not be
appropriate. The criterion variable should match the intended interpretation of the test
scores, not only in terms of performance but also in terms of other factors that might
significantly affect candidate performance, such as the context of assessment,
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conditions of assessment or observation, and the format of the assessment. For
example, if a writing test requires students to write an essay on demand in a timed
format it may not be appropriate to use a criterion variable based on a longer term
portfolio assessment in which students have the opportunity to revise, reconsider, and
polish their writing over time.

Jaeger (1990) discussed the validation of standards in relation to external
criteria. He noted that a positive relationship between scores on one test and scores
on another variable "would contribute to the claim that the test was valid, but it would
contribute nothing to the claim that those with scores above the test standard should
be termed 'competent' and those with scores below the test standard should be termed
'incompetent'

Jaeger went on to describe the difficulties in using a contrasting groups
procedure in the case of teacher certification testing. Without using the certification
test scores one would have to determine that candidates who had successfully
completed a state-approved program were "not competent" by some other criterion.
Jaeger concluded, "no conventional test validation procedure will provide evidence
that any score-based dichotomization of the ability scale into two categories (pass and
fail) is correct." Rather, he suggests that we evaluate whether the reulsting standard is
not "markedly inconsistent" with other measures of the same trait or ability.

Nweke and Hall (1999) evaluated cutscores on teacher certification tests in
Georgia by comparing candidates who had passed the tests to ratings by their
supervising principals. The ratings by principals can be seen as an external criterion
against which to compare the cutscore on the tests. If the cutscores were valid it
would be expected that most of the teachers who passed the test would receive
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positive ratings from the principals. Nweke and Hall noted the limitations of such a
study:

"Ideally, criterion-related studies should be conducted before a test is used for
selection or certification ... in order to avoid the problem of restriction of
range. When the test is in use already, part of the population has been
eliminated, including individuals who might have performed well on the
criterion but had been rejected because they failed the predictor test."

The sample of teachers included 2239 candidates who had passed one or more
of the 30 certification tests. Teachers were rated by principals after teaching for
approximately nine weeks. Only 3.2% of the teachers who had passed the tests were
rated by principals as not ready to teach. Nweke and Hall concluded that "the
certification tests used show criterion-related validity." This conclusion assumes that
the ratings by the principals are both reliable and valid.

Shepard, Glaser, and Linn (1993) examined the relationship between Angoffbased cutscores on NAEP to teacher classifications of students and to classifications of
students based on individual assessments. For each comparison they looked at the
proportion of students who reached the achievement level being examined. For
example, at the "Basic" level in grade 4 reading, 45% would reach that level based on
the NAEP cutscore, 68% based on individual assessments, and 80% based on teacher
classifications. The results are closer together in grade 8 reading: 78% at the NAEP
cutscore, 83% for individual assessments, and 86% for teacher classifications. In
mathematics the patterns were similar, with the results for grade 8 showing more
convergence than the results for grade 4. Any comparison of NAEP results to these
external criteria assumes that the external criteria are valid and reliable.
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Wheeler (1991) compared the results of Angoff ratings in California for seven
National Teacher Examination (NTE) tests to the results of a national sample of
candidates on the same tests in order to evaluate the Angoff-based cutscores set in
California. For each test, Wheeler reported the national fail rate to what the fail rate
would be on the same sample of examinees if the new cutscores set in California were
applied. She reported that the results were "reasonably close", although that
conclusion is not clear. The difference in failure rates by test ranged from 6
percentage points to 24 percentage points with a median difference of 14 points.
Wheeler's point was that although the California Angoff-based cutscores were more
stringent than the national average they were not out of line to such an extent as to call
the Angoff procedure into question. It is true that different states may have different
standards for entry-level teachers, and the judges in each state make their ratings based
on the context in each state at the time cutscores are set.

Woehr, Arthur & Fehrmann (1991) analyzed the relationship between an
Angoff-based cutscore and a cutscore based on the regression of test scores onto final
grades given in an introductory psychology course. This study assumed that the final
course grades were a valid and reliable criterion measure for evaluating the Angoffbased cutscore. It is interesting to note that the correlation between test scores and
final course grades was only 0.53. The authors noted that"predicting course grades
from a content-oriented test may not be considered by some to be particularly
representative of more applied settings." The test was a 30-item test. The student
sample for the study was 372 undergraduate students. One group of 121 students
served as the criterion group. Their test scores were regressed on final course grades
in order to establish a baseline of comparison, a minimum test score that would predict
a passing grade. The remaining 251 students were assigned pass/fail status on the
basis of a cutscore set by seven judges (graduate students) making Angoff ratings.
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The regression based cutscore was 19.26 items out of 30 and the Angoff cutscore was
20.22 items out of 30. Although this was signficantly different, it was noted that the
difference was less than the SEM for the test (2.30 items). A contrasting groups
procedure was also used to set a cutscore. The contrasting groups were "A" students
and "F" students and the cutscore derived was 20.10 out of 30 items, almost identical
to the AngofF-based cutscore.

In a related study, Fehrmann, Woehr, and Arthur (1991) found no significant
differences among cutscores based on the regression of test scores to final course
grades and two variations of the Angoff procedure, in which judges received different
levels of "frame of reference" training. For the 30-item test, the regression-based
cutscore was 17.75 items and the AngofF-based cutscores were 17.80 and 18.58 items.
In this study the correlation between test scores and final course grades was even
lower: 0.42.

Moore, Schurr, and Henriksen (1991) studied the relationship between scores
on the National Teacher Examination (NTE) Core Battery, college GPA, and ratings
of first year teacher effectiveness. 493 first-year teachers were evaluated by
supervisors on 8 categories. The alpha reliability coefficient of the evaluation
procedure was 0.95. College GPA correlated to the evaluation ratings at only 0.28.
NTE scores had a lower correlation of only 0.16 with the evaluation ratings, or
external criterion. NTE scores did not improve the prediction of teacher effectiveness
over using only GPA in the regression equation. It was not reported what the
correlation of NTE scores to evaluations would have been if GPA had not been
included. The authors noted that:
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"• • • correlations reported . . . were probably underestimated (attenuated)
somewhat because the teachers had to attain passing scores on the subtests
before them could be employed; that is, the ranges of scores were restricted."

It is also important to note that the NTE was not designed to predict "teacher
effectiveness". It was designed to determine whether or not a prospective teacher had
a given level of content knowledge or basic communciation skills.

Halpin and Halpin (1987) also studied the relationship between cutscores
derived from the Ebel, Angoff, and Nedelsky methods to an "external" criterion. The
test rated by judges was a multiple-choice test of English skills for entry into teacher
education. The external criterion was a written essay prompt given to a sample of 172
undergraduate students seeking entry into a teacher education program. This study
defined "accurate classification" as a student passing both the written essay exam and
the multiple-choice test. Halpin and Halpin determined the phi correlation coefficient
of the students who "passed" the multiple-choice test to the students who passed the
written essay for the cutscores based on the Ebel, Angoff, and Nedelsky ratings on the
multiple-choice items. The correlations were 0.33 for Ebel, 0.31 for Angoff, and 0.21
for Nedelsky. This study assumes that a single essay item provides an "accurate"
classification of examinees. No reliability estimate for the essay item was provided. It
is also unclear whether the effect for "method" (type of item) might have had some
impact on the resulting correlations. The judges were rating the multiple-choice items,
not the essay question. The correlation of the multiple-choice test to the essay test
may have been a limiting factor to the correlation obtained comparing the multiplechoice standards to the essay standard. That correlation was not reported. If the
multiple-choice test correlated to the essay test only moderately (as is typical for these
types of tests) then the correlations obtained for the cutscores should be corrected for
that attenuation, or at least understood in that context.
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Internal consistency and validity of standard setting ratings. As described
in detail earlier, Kane (1994) and Reid (1991) have suggested that the internal
consistency of a standard setting method be evaluated on a conceptual level. This type
of internal consistency check is not focused solely on the inteijudge or intrajudge
notions of reliability. Rather, it is based on the notion that standard setting judgments
should be evaluated by referring to actual examinee performance at the item level. For
example, in the Angoff procedure judges rate each item based on the estimated
percentage of borderline candidates who would answer the item correctly. An
empirical check on the internal consistency or underlying validity of such ratings can
be undertaken by comparing those ratings to empirical results on the items for a
borderline group of candidates. As Reid (1991) stated: "Standard setting ratings
should be consistent with the relative difficulties of items for the reference group."
Results of studies focusing on this notion are presented in the next section.

Minimizing comparisons among judges. Berk (1986) discussed minimizing
social comparisons of ratings among judges, presumably so that dominant members of
a panel could not exercise undue influence on other panelists. Shepard (1984)
expresses the same view, stating that "the independent judgments of the different
experts should be preserved to prevent the judges with the most status from
determining the standard." Mills (1995) suggested that content expert judges (the type
of judges typically employed in standard setting ratings) may not be the best group to
determine the final standard, since many factors must be taken into account (policy
goals, supply of practitioners, demand for practitioners, etc.). If a group of panelists is
not asked to reach consensus, some measure of central tendency of their ratings would
be used to recommend a standard, and a policy making body would need to set an
actual standard. This procedure simply moves the same problem one step up the line
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to the policy-making body. A standard must still be chosen from the range of
independent judge recommendations, and again, the most persuasive or most powerful
member of that body may in fact determine the standard, unless a decision is made
ahead of time to use as the standard some agreed upon measure of central tendency of
the judges' ratings.

It is important to note that all standard setting is normative to some extent. To
prevent panelists from discussing their ratings with each other in order to reach
consensus may leave out the most important considerations in standard setting.
Expert judges from various constituencies should be given a chance to engage in a
frank exchange of views. Being persuaded by another panelist is not necessarily a bad
thing. Can panelists really make a fully informed decision if they do not engage in
such discussions with each other?

Fitzpatrick (1984) suggested that "some kind of discussion appears desirable to
incorporate in the standard-setting process." She indicated that any potential negative
effects of strong or dominant panel members could be ameliorated by having judges
record their ratings privately after discussions and by minimizing judges' making
explicit references to their own positions in any discussions.

Other criteria. Given the lack of success using some of the above methods,
or the difficulties in using the methods, more recently some authors, including Cizek
(1993), have suggested that standard setting methods be evaluated using a different
type of criteria. As Cizek (1993) noted, judgmental methods have consistently failed
to converge on any dimension: within judges, across judges, across applications of a
single method, and across methods for a given test. Cizek focused on the fact that all
standard setting is at its core a judgmental process, that there is not really an
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"objective" standard that exists for a given test. Hambleton (1998) echoes this point
noting there are no true standards waiting to be discovered. Rather, setting standards
is ultimately a judgmental process. . ." For example, even in the so called "empirical"
methods of standard setting the "contrasting groups" or "borderline group" methods,
an initial judgment must be made of which candidates belong to each group.

Jaeger (1990) indicated that the "reasonableness" of the cutscore be evaluated.
If nearly all candidates pass a test or if nearly all candidates fail a test then the
reasonableness of the cutscore may be called into question, depending on the sample
of examinees and the purpose of the test.

Cizek (1993) suggests that in evaluating standard setting methods the focus be
on the "reasonableness" of the standard eventually set, the understandability of the
standard setting process (to judges, policy makers, test consumers, the public), and the
concept of due process to examinees (whether the standards were set using a
systematic and reproducible process - here the emphasis on reproducibility refers to
the process rather than the actual standard).

Earlier, Crocker and Algina (1986) had stressed the point that non-technical
criteria may be important in evaluating standards:

"It is imperative to recognize that although standard setting is an important
psychometric problem, it is not solely a technical issue. The consequences of
appropriate or inappropriate standards for individuals, for institutions, and
perhaps for society as a whole must be considered."
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Kane (1994) suggested as additional criteria:

1) the balancing of consequences of standards set (examinee pass rates,
protection of the public, supply of practitioners);

2) procedural evidence for validity of the process (this is similar to Cizek's
(1993) notion of "psychometric due process"), training of judges, consistency of
training, selection of judges.

Norcini and Shea (1997) suggested that in evaluating a standard setting
procedure that the following criteria be considered: the number and qualifications of
the judges, the extent to which the judges made "informed" judgments, the application
of due diligence in applying the method, and that the resulting standard be reasonable
and realistic.

It should be noted that in some settings (e.g., high school graduation tests,
college entrance tests, professional licensure tests) "standards" may evolve over time
so that what is considered reasonable and realistic at one time may not seem to be so
at another time. Training of examinees may improve, expectations may increase,
curriculum may evolve, the supply of practioners may increase or decrease, etc.

Plake (1997) and Berk (1986) included another criterion for evaluating
standard setting methods: ease and practicality of implementation (in reference to both
cost and the amount of time that expert panelists need to spend). This is an important
consideration in the area of licensure and credentialing where there may be many
different tests and the costs of testing are borne by examinees.
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Evaluation and Validation Criteria for This Study

There are a number of dimensions on which to evaluate standard setting
methods, including methods either internal or external to the test and the standard
setting process. This study focuses on the idea of comparing judges' ratings of the
performance of borderline candidates to the actual performance of examinees near the
cutscore as a way of validating the Angoff standard setting procedure and the resulting
cutscore. This evaluation examines the internal consistency (validity), or underlying
logic, of the Angoff procedure. There should be some positive correspondance
between judges' estimates of item difficulty for borderline candidates and the actual
item difficulty for those candidates. As DeMauro and Powers (1990) stated: "Logical
consistency (of ratings) is an even more fundamental characteristic" than other types of
consistency (across judges, across occasions, etc.). "At a minimum the results of a
procedure should be consistent with the logic that underlies it."

Is there a "correct" answer to the Angoff standard setting question? Consider
what judges are asked to do in answering the Angoff standard setting question.
Judges are asked to consider the performance of the "borderline" (or "minimally
competent", or "just qualified") examinee. Is it reasonable to expect that all judges
will have very similar views of what the "borderline" examinee is? Is it not reasonable
to expect that there will be some variation among judges regarding their experience
with examinees and their expectations of the "just qualified" examinee?

It seems that the Angoff procedure can be viewed in two basic ways. First, it
could be viewed as a method of determining the underlying, common definition of
"borderline" from a pool of judges. In that case one would expect that there be a good
deal of agreement among judges. Alternatively, the method could be viewed as a way
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of gathering and combining the potentially diverse views and expectations of a variety
of judges and experts. In that case one might expect variability among at least the
initial ratings of the judges.

However, in either case it seems reasonable to expect that there be some level
of correspondance between the item ratings (across judges) and the actual
performance of borderline candidates, as will be evaluated in this study.

Kane (1994) and Shepard, Glaser, & Linn (1993) made the important point
that we cannot expect judges to provide estimates that match borderline group pvalues exactly in all cases. However, we can expect that their judgments should be
generally consistent with empirical data on the performance of borderline candidates.
Judges' ratings should reflect the relative difficult of items and those ratings should be
consistent with that relative difficulty. Shepard, Glaser, and Linn called this the
"consistency and coherence" of ratings.

However, Linn, Koretz, Baker, and Burstein (1991) offered a different view.
They suggested that strong correlations of Angoff ratings to borderline group p-values
are indicative of a flaw in the Angoff procedure because such strong correlations
demonstrate that the procedure is more norm-referenced than criterion-referenced.

Reid (1991) noted that "standard setting ratings should reflect realistic
expectations". We should not expect judges to consistently rate as "easy" items that
even the more able candidates find difficult or vice versa. However, he went on
indicate "whether discrepancies between a judge's ratings and empirical data reflect
unrealistic expectations on a judge's part or inferior performance on the examinees'
part is impossible to determine." Reid did not discuss the difference between
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evaluating the ratings of each individual judge or evaluating the ratings on each item
across all judges on this dimension. It may be acceptable for individual judges to show
some such discrepancies but it would not be acceptable for there to be frequent
discrepancies on this dimension across all judges. Ultimately, the evaluation of the
AngofF method on this dimension comes to a question of degree. Across judges, to
what extent are the AngofF ratings consistent with the performance of the reference
(borderline) group?

Review of Research Related Directly to the Study

A number of researchers have looked into the relationship between judges'
standard setting ratings and actual examinee performance. Some of these studies have
focused on the AngofF procedure while other studies have examined the Nedelsky and
other methods. Many of the studies of the AngofF procedure have examined the
relationship between judge ratings and the performance of all examinees taking a test
rather than a borderline group. Very few studies have evaluated the accuracy of
judges' ratings of individual test items.

Impara and Plake (1998) compared AngofF ratings to actual performance by
students judged as borderline by the teachers in the study, using a sixth-grade science
test. They compared the item p-values for the borderline group to the AngofF ratings
for individual judges, not to the pooled ratings across judges for each item. They
found a correlation of 0.78 between individual judge ratings and actual p-values for the
borderline group defined by the judges ahead of time. However, they found that only
23% of all AngofF ratings by item by judge were "accurate" (within 0.10 of the actual
reference group p-value). They found that judges were more accurate in estimating
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performance by item for the total group: 41% of all estimates by all judges were
within 0.10 of the total group item p-value.

Examining the rating for each individual judge may not be as appropriate as
examining the rating for each item across judges. The reason for using a group of
judges is that the ratings of a group of judges will be more meaningful and valid than
the rating of any single judge. If an individual judge's ratings were expected to have
validity then theoretically any single judge could be used to set the standard. There is
no reason to believe that individual judges will have a high rate of agreement about
any particular item. However, it can be expected that across a group of judges some
level of correspondence will be found between item ratings and actual borderline
examinee performance.

Plake, Impara, and Irwin (1999) compared Angoff ratings to item p-values for
candidates within one SEM of the cutscore on a test for international certification in
financial management (containing 230 mutliple-choice items). Judges made two
rounds of Angoff ratings. In between rounds, judges were provided with information
about how many candidates would pass the test using a cutscore based on their
individual ratings as well as item-level data for some of the items being rated. Across
all items and all judges, the average difference between the Angoff ratings and the
performance of borderline examinees was -0.010 (1.0%). However, the average
overall difference is potentially misleading because presumably the cutscore for the test
was set using the Angoff ratings, so that overall (across all items) there will be by
definition a close relationship between estimated borderline group performance and
actual borderline group performance. Also, positive and negative differences cancel
each other out, masking inaccuracies in ratings. The more useful measure of accuracy
is the average absolute difference, reported as 0.074 (7.4%) in this case.
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Plake, Impara, and Irwin did not report the correlations of judges' ratings
(either individually or as a group) to borderline candidate performance, nor did they
report the proportion of items that were rated "accurately". It is interesting to note
that Plake and Impara in this study reversed their methodology from the 1998 study
cited above. In that 1998 study they focused on the accuracy of item ratings (by
individual judge) and the correlation of item ratings (by individual judge) to borderline
group p-values. The present study is different from both of these studies because it
examines both the accuracy of ratings (by item) and the correlation of ratings (by item)
to borderline candidate performance using the pooled Angoff ratings for each item
across judges.

In 1999 Plake, Impara, and Irwin noted that the judges in the 1998 study
received only written instructions (as compared to interactive group training and
discussion) and they received no item-level or test-level data. There was also no
second round of Angoff ratings in the 1998 study.

Plake, Impara, and Irwin (1999) concluded their study by suggesting that the
Angoff procedure, given proper training and the provision of performance data to
judges, is both valid and reliable. They did suggest that "Future research should focus
on the generalizability of these results and the conditions that supported the high
degree of technical quality of the results."

Impara et. al. (1998) provided judges with item p-values for four groups of
students taking a high school mathematics test. One of the groups for which a p-value
was provided was a "borderline" group, as identified by the teachers serving as judges
in the study. Judges used a dichotomous "yes/no" variation of the Angoff method.
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Each judge rated for each item whether a borderline student would answer the item
correctly. One group of judges also used a "concept focusing strategy". They
discussed and made peformance estimates for the "typical" student in addition to the
borderline student. Impara et. al. compared the ratings of each group of judges to the
actual performance of students defined as "borderline" by the judges. Across the full
set of items being rated, the group of judges using the concept focusing strategy
underestimated the performance of students defined as borderline (by 5.8 items out of
62 items). The other group of judges overestimated the performance of the same
group of students (by 2.0 items out of the 62 items). The authors did not report
whether these overall differences were statistically significant. This study did not
report on the accuracy of individual item estimates.

Impara et. al. also reported the correlations between judges item cutscores and
actual item difficulties for borderline students and for "typical" students. The
correlations were higher for the "concept focusing" group. For those judges the
correlations were 0.87 for borderline students and 0.79 for "typical" students. It is not
clear from the paper whether these correlations are based on individual judge's ratings
correlated to each item p-value or the pooled AngofF ratings across judges.

Goodwin (1999) found a correlation of 0.55 between mean AngofF ratings
across judges and borderline group p-values. The borderline group was defined as
candidates within plus or minus one SEM of the cutscore. There were 14 judges
rating 140 items. Goodwin also examined the accuracy of AngofF estimates using the
same criterion as Impara and Plake: an AngofF rating was considered "accurate" if it
was within plus or minus 0.10 of the actual borderline group p-value. She found that
39.3% of the 140 items were rated accurately. The remaining 60.7% were all
overestimates (the mean AngofF rating was more than 0.10 greater than the actual p-
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value). None of the ratings represented underestimates of borderline group
performance. Goodwin did not report the average absolute difference between Angoff
ratings and borderline group p-values. She did report the average overall difference as
0.03, but as noted above this is not a particularly useful measure of accuracy.

Taube (1997) used a Rasch calibration (one-parameter IRT) model to evaluate
the relationship between Angoff ratings and emipirical item difficulties for a licensing
test in social work. Four tests of 127 to 140 items each were used and 9 to 11 judges
rated each exam. Items that did not fit the Rasch model were eliminated from the
study. Taube used the Angoff rating across judges for each item to estimate its Rasch
difficulty parameter (b). This calibration was based on the idea that the Angoff rating
represents the probability of success for the minimally competent group. Judges were
not provided any item performance data, althought they did discuss any item for which
the range across judges was greater than 0.20. Taube reported correlations of
emipirical difficulties to estimated item difficulties of 0.39, 0.40, 0.42, and 0.62 for the
four examinations. Individual judges were not as successful at estimating item
difficulty as the total group of judges (based on the mean Angoff rating for each item
across judges). Taube also reported the differences between the mean empirical and
estimated difficulties on the Rasch scale, but did not report if those differences were
significant

Brown (1993) investigated the relationship between Angoff ratings and
examinee performance using the statewide student assessment in mathematics in
Michigan. Using a borderline group defined as those within one SEM of the test
cutscore, he compared borderline group p-values to the Angoff ratings by each
individual judge, not the pooled rating across judges for each item. He found
correlations by judge of 0.25 - 0.53 of that judge's Angoff ratings to the borderline
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group p-values for the items. There were four to six judges per test (grade level). He
did not examine judge accuracy in rating items.

Norcini and Shea (1992b) reported on the use of a two round AngofF
procedure for a medical licensing test. For the second round of AngofF ratings judges
were provided with the p-values for a "borderline like group". This group was defined
as those candidates who had received the lowest acceptable clinical ratings from their
clinical supervisors before taking the examination. Norcini and Shea found
correlations of 0.90 to 0.98 between the average AngofF rating for each item across
judges to the "borderline group" p-values provided. This result is perhaps not
surprising since the judges were given p-values for a group that was defined as
borderline by those providing the standard setting training. The very high correlations
suggest that the judges for the most part used the borderline group p-values provided
as their AngofF ratings. Not many testing agencies will have the benefit of in the field
clinical ratings before giving a licensing examination to entry-level candidates. In fact,
given the availability of the clinical ratings, Norcini and Shea could have conducted an
empirical borderline group standard setting process (by giving the test to the
borderline group and using their mean score as the cutscore). What they did show
was that if one provides judges with p-values for a group defined as "borderline" then
one will get AngofF ratings that mirror those p-values very closely.

Linn, Koretz, Baker, and Burstein (1991) reported strong correlations of
AngofF ratings across judges to observed p-values for examinees in the NAEP
mathematics tests for grades 4, 8, and 12 at each of the three NAEP proficiency levels
(basic, proficient, and advanced). The correlations were 0.74 - 0.80 in grade four,
0.87 - 0.90 in grade eight, and 0.84 - 0.93 in grade twelve. However, as noted earlier,
these authors viewed these strong correlations as a weakness rather than a strength of
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the AngofF method. They felt that these strong correlations demonstrated that the
Angoff method is much more norm-referenced than criterion-referenced.

Wheeler (1991) studied the relationship between mean Angoff ratings across
judges to item p-values for all examinees on seven content tests of the National
Teacher Examinations (NTE). Each of the seven tests contained 120- 160 items and
there were 27-37 judges per field (a very high number of judges relative to most
studies). Judges used an 8-choice Angoff scale, and made only one round of ratings
with no item data provided. Judges were focusing on entry-level teachers in
California. Wheeler compared the mean judge rating for each item to the p-value for
all examinees nationally. The correlations for the seven tests ranged from 0.62 - 0.80.
Wheeler also compared the mean Angoff rating across all judges and all items by test
to the mean score of the national sample of examinees. The differences ranged from 1
percentage point to 14 percentage points, although the difference was over 5 points
for only two of the seven tests. Wheeler concluded: "These results support the use of
the Angoff standard setting method and provide evidence that evaluators are not
making arbitrary decisions in estimating item difficulty."

Busch and Jaeger (1990) correlated the mean Angoff rating for each item
across all judges to the item p-value for the total group, using seven subtests of the
National Teacher Examination (NTE). The first round of Angoff ratings was made
without the use of item data. For that round, the correlations of mean Angoff ratings
and total group item p-values ranged from 0.30 to 0.78 by subtest. The second round
of Angoff ratings was made using feedback on the judges' initial ratings and item pvalues for the total group of examinees. For the second round the correlations ranged
from 0.61 to 0.93 by subtest. The correlations improved after judges were provided
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feedback on their ratings and information about examinee performance on the items
(for all examinees).

DeMauro and Powers (1990) reported the correlation between the mean
AngofF rating on each item to the actual item difficulties for all examinees. In their
study, 19 judges rated 130 items on a test of school psychologists using a 7-choice
modified AngofF scale. The scale was based on the ETS delta scale, a transformation
of p-values, so the choices were 2%, 10, 25, 40, 60, 80, and 98. It is interesting to
note that 2 of the 7 choices given to judges were below chance (20%). The resulting
correlation across all judges and all items was 0.71 (p < 0.001). DeMauro and Powers
concluded that their findings "provide modest support for the continued use of the
AngofF procedure". However, they noted that the methods they applied should be
used in other settings in order to determine the generalizability of the results.

Smith and Smith (1988) compared AngofF and Nedelsky ratings to actual pvalues for tests on a high school competency exam in reading. They did not use pvalues for a borderline group, although AngofF himself had advised them to do so.
They found that AngofF ratings across judges for each item correlated to item p-values
at r = 0.60, while the Nedelsky ratings correlated at r = 0.37 to the p-values. (No
single judge had a correlation to the p-values as strong as the correlation obtained
using the overall AngofF rating across judges for each item.) Smith and Smith
suggested that the AngofF procedure was more appropriate based on this result. They
did not report the accuracy of individual item estimates as Impara and Plake (1998)
did. Instead, they focused on characteristics of items as they related to the standard
setting ratings. They concluded that the AngofF procedure leads judges to consider a
wider range of item characteristics than the Nedelsky method and therefore produces
better standard setting ratings.
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Halpin and Halpin (1987) reported correlations of Angoff ratings on a college
English test to total group p-values. The 15 judges were not provided with any item
data in making their ratings. The overall correlation of pooled Angoff ratings to item
p-values was 0.57.

Stephenson, Elmore, and Evans (1998) conducted a study of both the Angoff
and Jaeger methods using a graduation test from a Master's degree program in
counseling. Only six judges participated and only 25 items were rated. Judges
provided both an Angoff and Jaeger rating to each item at the same time. For the
second round of ratings, judges were provided with item p-values for the total group
as well as the item ratings of the other judges. The ratings of each judge (not the
pooled rating for each item) were compared to the p-values provided. The
correlations for the Angoff second round ratings ranged from 0.03 to 0.98 by judge,
showing great variation among the six judges in the use of item information. For the
Jaeger ratings the correlations ranged from -0.11 to 0.81, again showing great
variation among the judges. This study is limited by the small number of judges and
the small number of test items rated.

Harker and Cope (1988) applied a two-stage, iterative Angoff procedure to a
licensing test. For the second round of ratings, judges were provided with two sets of
item p-values. First, they were given the total group p-values for all examinees.
Second, they were given the p-values for the lowest performing group, defined as the
bottom 27% of the score distribution. Harker and Cope correlated the pooled Angoff
rating for each item to the p-values provided. The correlations of Angoff ratings to
total group p-values ranged from 0.78 to 0.92 across test forms and groups of judges
(nine or ten judges per group). The correlations of Angoff ratings to the lowest
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performing group p-values ranged from 0.79 to 0.93. This provides an interesting
comparison to the Norcini and Shea (1992b) study (see above) in which judges were
given p-values for a "borderline group" and the resulting Angoff ratings had a
correlation of 0.90 to 0.98 to those "borderline group" p-values. In the Harker and
Cope study, judges were given presumably upper and lower bounds for a "borderline
group" p-value in the form of total group and lowest group p-values.

Cope (1987) provided judges with p-values for a borderline group on a
professional certification test. The borderline group was defined as those candidates
near the cutscore established earlier. Judges rated each item twice - once without
benefit of any performance data and a second time having been provided the mean
rating across judges as well as the borderline group p-value. Cope reported
correlations of 0.20 - 0.32 between the average first round Angoff ratings across
judges and the borderline group p-values. The post-feedback second round ratings
(averaged across judges) showed correlations of 0.40 - 0.53 for one pair of test forms
(one group of judges) and much higher correlations of 0.72 - 0.83 for a second group
of judges rating a second pair of test forms. Cope commented:

"If judges are given marginal-group p-values, and if they take these numbers
very seriously — regard them as targets, as criteria -- then the cut score study
becomes a charade: one expects virtual duplication of old standards, correct or
not."

It is interesting to note that Cope did not find correlations of Angoff ratings to
the borderline group p-values provided that were as uniformly high as those found by
Norcini and Shea (1992b) described above. Apparently, the judges in the Cope (1987)
study did not adhere to the marginal group p-values provided as closely as did the
judges in the Norcini and Shea (1992b) study. Both of these two studies differ from
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the present study in that judges were provided with borderline group p-values, so there
is limited value in evaluating the extent to which judges' Angoff ratings are correlated
to borderline group item p-values. The present study intends to determine the extent
to which judges can estimate borderline group performance by item without benefit of
borderline group item-level data.

Glassnapp, Poggio, and Eros (1983) compared p-values for a borderline group
of students (identified by the teachers making the Angoff ratings) to the Angoff
ratings. They reported correlations of 0.38 - 0.78 across five grade levels and two
subject areas, concluding that the inconsistency of the correlations did not support the
Angoff method. They also correlated Nedelsky standard setting ratings to overall
group p-values and found correlations of 0.15 - 0.73. They did not analyze the
accuracy of item ratings by judges.

Cross, Impara, Frary, and Jaeger (1984) compared the Angoff, Nedelsky, and
Jaeger methods using the NTE exams in Elementary Education and in Mathematics.
Five judges were assigned to each method for each examination. They reported that
for individual judges, the Angoff ratings correlated to item p-values (for all examinees)
in the range of 0.38 - 0.79, with a mean of 0.57 (with the mean being the mean of the
individual judge-to-item correlations, not the correlation of mean Angoff ratings by
item to item p-values). The authors reported that these correlations for the Angoff
method were better than the same correlations for either the Nedelsky or Jaeger
methods. They did not report on the accuracy of Angoff or other ratings for individual
items.

Norcini, Shea, and Kanya (1988) reported that providing item p-values to
judges using the Angoff procedure on a medical test increased the correlation of the
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average Angoff rating (across all judges) on each item to p-values (for all examinees)
from 0.41 to 0.71. However, they did not report on the accuracy of individual item
ratings.

Norcini, et. al. (1987) reported a correlation of 0.76 of Angoff ratings on a
medical test to item p-values for all examinees (not a borderline group).

Garrido and Payne (1987) reported the following correlations between mean
judge Angoff ratings and item difficulty values for all examinees. Their study involved
four groups of 19 - 20 judges each and 20 test items. For the Angoff procedure when
item data were provided to judges the correlation was 0.98. For the Angoff procedure
when item data were not provided the correlation was 0.72. Garrido and Payne also
used a modified Angoff procedure in which judges were limited to seven probabilities
for their ratings, rather than being able to rate any value between 0 and 100 percent.
The correlations between mean item ratings and item difficulties for all examinees were
0.98 when item data were provided and 0.61 when item data were not provided. The
very high correlations (0.98) when data were provided indicate that the judges in this
study may have simply used the item p-values for all examinees as their Angoff ratings.

Reid (1985) tried a variation of the Angoff procedure in which he asked judges
to first estimate total group p-values on items as a point of reference. Judges were not
provided any item data or any other feedback for either round of ratings. The second
round of ratings were done using the Angoff procedure. A total of 26 judges rated a
set of only 20 items. The correlation of the pooled estimates of total group p-values
(across judges) to the actual total group p-values (which were not provided to the
judges at any point) was 0.73. By individual judge those correlations ranged from
0.01 to 0.65, indicating a wide variation among judges in estimating item difficulty. At
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the total "test" level, the average examinee score was 82.9% while the total score
estimate across items and judges was 81.7%. Without having any item data, the
judges, as a group, did a fairly good job of estimating the difficulty of individual items
and a better job of estimating the difficulty of a set of 20 items.

Bemknopf, Curry and Bashaw (1979) reported correlations of 0.74 - 0.85
between Angoff ratings and p-values for the total group of examinees using a school
counselor test.

Melican and Thomas (1984) reported correlations of 0.50 - 0.56 between
Angoff ratings and total group p-values for an inventory management test. Item pvalues were compared to the Angoff ratings in order to identify items that were
relatively more difficult for judges to rate accurately. Items with negatively phrased
stems and items involving calcuations were found to be underrated by judges.

Review of Indirectly Related Studies

Some researchers have investigated the relationship between other types of
standard setting ratings and item difficulty, while other researchers have examined how
well subject-matter experts can predict item difficulty for test development purposes.

Melican, Mills, and Plake (1987) examined the Nedelsky procedure. They
used the average rating across all judges for each item (rather than individual judge
ratings) and reported correlations of 0.26 - 0.28 to the p-values for a borderline group
defined as within one SEM of the cutscore. They noted that the items that were least
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successfully rated by judges were those with p-values of less than 0.20 or greater than
0.80.

Halpin and Halpin (1987) reported correlations of Ebel and Nedelsky ratings
on a college English test to total group p-values. The 15 judges were not provided
with any item data in making their ratings. The overall correlation of pooled Ebel and
Nedelsky ratings to item p-values were 0.49 and 0.24 respectively.

Bejar (1983) studied how well subject matter experts could predict item
statistics. Only four raters were included in this study. The study was designed to
determine if experts' estimated of item statistics could be used in place of the pre¬
testing of items, in an effort to save money in test development. Judges rated 99 items
from the Test of Standard Written English. Judges were asked to estimate "delta"
values rather than p-values. Delta values are a linear transformation of p-values.
Judges were also asked to estimate item-to-test biserial correlations for each item.
These two factors may have limited the success of the judges, depending on how
familiar they were were delta values and biserial correlations. For the individual
judges, the correlations of their item ratings of delta and the actual delta values (based
on a sample of 2,000 examinees) were 0.26, 0.37, 0.38, and 0.43, indicating a
moderate ability of judges to rank order items by difficulty.

Impara and Plake (1998) and others refer to Thorndike (1982) as another
example of a study in which judges cannot accurately rate item difficulty. Thorndike
(1982) used pooled judgments of item difficulty across judges, in contrast to earlier
work done by Lorge and Kruglov (1953), which focused on the accuracy of item
difficulty estimates by individual judges. (Lorge and Kruglov found correlations of
0.84 - 0.87 between individual judge estimates of item difficulty and empirical item
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difficulties. Those are fairly strong correlations.) Thorndike noted that pooled
judgements might be a better indicator of the ability of judges to rate item difficulty.
(Note that Thorndike was not evaluating or using a standard setting method - he was
trying to determine if judges could estimate overall item difficulty for purposes of
equating exams.) He reported correlations between pooled estimates of difficulty and
actual item p-values for the total group of 0.83 for verbal analogy items and 0.72 for
figure analogy items. He did not report item level accuracy of estimates. However, he
did note, "these were untrained raters with no particular experience with items of the
type they were judging." Another key point he made was "Of course, we would use
ratings primarily to estimate the average difficulty and the spread of difficulties in a set
of items, and error in the estimation of single items would to some extent cancel out."
This is an important point. As Kane (1994) mentioned, we cannot expect judges to
rate every single item accurately. What we can expect is that overall the judges'
ratings are reasonably in line with the performance of the borderline group. If the
errors in estimation tend to cancel out then the overall difficulty of the test has been
estimated with relative accuracy. Examinees pass or fail a test based on their total
test score.

Smilansky and Guerin (1976) examined the correlations between Nedelsky
standard setting ratings and overall item p-values. They found correlations of 0.22 0.33, which were signficantly different from zero. They did not report on the accuracy
of individual item ratings.

Summary of Related Studies

An item-by-item rating process can be meaningful only to the extent that
judges discriminate successfully among items on the dimensions relevant to the
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question being asked, in this case, difficulty for borderline candidates. Generally, the
Angoff procedure has fared well in terms of how well judges (as a group) can estimate
item difficulty or at least rank order item difficulties. Angoff ratings have typically
correlated better to item data than Nedelsky and Ebel ratings. Judges have been
generally more successful when they are provided item-level data of some type and/or
the opportunity to revisit and revise their initial ratings, with or without some
discussion among judges. Individual judges have been generally less successful in this
regard, but that is to be expected given the nature of the standard setting process.
Standard setting is typically conducted with a panel of judges so as to include a range
of perspectives in the process. Standards are not typically set using the ratings of a
single judge. Judges' ratings are pooled to recommend a passing score. Accordingly,
the best measure of the success of a method may be an evaluation of the pooled ratings
across judges.

Summary of Studies Using Other Validity Criteria

The Angoff procedure has generally performed reasonably well (in relation to
other methods) in terms of the various other internal validity (reliability) measures such
as consistency across applications, inteijudge reliability, and intrajudge consistency.

The evidence on external validity criteria is rather sparse and relatively
inconclusive, athough some positive results have been reported for the Angoff
procedure, particularly in comparing it to the contrasting groups and borderline group
methods. As discussed earlier, there are potential difficulties in conducting and
interpreting validity studies using external criteria.
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The Angoff method has maintained its popularity among practitioners,
particularly in licensing and certification testing. However, there continue to be
questions concerning the validity of the method. Accordingly, additional investigation
of the validity of the procedure is in order.

Key Aspects of This Study in Relation to Previous Research

1) This study uses examinee performance data from a borderline group, rather
than p-values for all examinees. A number of earlier studies used item performance
data for all examinees only.

Plake, Impara, and Irwin (1999) and Goodwin (1999) used a borderline group
defined by the cutscore for the test. They compared borderline group performance on
the items to the average rating across all judges for each item. However, they did not
report the accuracy of ratings on subsets of items. Of these two studies only Goodwin
(1999) reported the correlation of Angoff ratings to borderline group difficulties. Only
Plake, Impara, and Irwin reported the overall accuracy of Angoff ratings based on
average absolute difference between Angoff ratings and borderline group p-values.

2) This study uses a borderline group that is more narrowly defined than the
borderline groups in other studies, and the composition of the borderline group has
been evaluated for possible bias in the resulting estimates of borderline group
performance. In other studies the borderline group has been defined as those
examinees within one SEM of the test cutscore. If the distribution of examinees is not
symmetric around the cutscore, such a borderline group could result in biased
estimates of borderline group performance. If the mean score of the borderline group
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is significantly above the cutscore that would yield overestimates of borderline group
performance. If the mean score of the borderline group is significantly below the
cutscore than would yield underestimates of borderline group performance.

3) This study uses pooled Angoff ratings across judges for each item rather
than individual judge ratings on individual items. Many previous studies have focused
on the ratings of individual judges. It is questionable whether the individual judge is
the appropriate unit of measurement in this case. It may be that the more appropriate
unit of measurement is the overall Angoff rating on each item across judges. If a
diverse group of judges are used for standard setting it may be reasonable to expect
differences among their ratings. The judges are asked for their "judgments". Each
judge may have his or her own conception of the minimally qualified candidate.
However, it seems reasonable to expect that the pooled rating for each item across
judges has a close relationship to the performance of the borderline group. It should
be noted that most studies of the ratings of individual judges have found that few
judges are successful as the total group of judges. This is to be expected if one
assumes that additional judges, by providing additional information, create more valid
and reliable ratings.

4) For two of the three examinations, this study uses Angoff ratings made by
judges without the benefit of "borderline group p-values" (Norcini & Shea, 1992b;
Cope, 1987) or lowest performing group p-values (Harker & Cope, 1988). For one
examination in this study, judges were provided with p-values by score decile of
examinees. This does not directly represent a "borderline like" p-value but it does
provide more information to judges than simply the p-value for all examinees.
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5) This study presents a comprehensive analysis of the accuracy of Angoff
ratings (judges' estimates of borderline performance). Other studies have either not
reported the accuracy of Angoff estimates by levels of item difficulty, or have
classified items as rated "accurately" if the Angoff rating was within plus or minus 0.10
of the p-value. This study evaluates how accurately judges rate various categories of
items using the average absolute difference between ratings and p-values.

6) This study reports significance tests for various comparisons of the accuracy
of Angoff ratings. Other related studies have not reported significance tests for
accuracy of ratings.

7) This study uses normalized p-values for correlations and significance tests.
Many other studies have used the "percent" p-value scale for correlations. The
p-value scale is not linearly related to an ability scale with equal intervals (Henrysson,
1971) and should therefore not be used for correlations or significance testing.

8) This study includes data from three different professional certification
examinations with relatively large numbers of items, examinees, and standard setting
judges (compared to some other studies).

Many standard setting researchers investigating the validity of the Angoff
procedure (Plake, Impara, & Irwin, 1999; Impara & Plake, 1998; Taube, 1997;
Shepard, Glaser & Linn, 1993; Linn, Koretz, Baker & Burstein, 1991; DeMauro &
Powers, 1990, Smith & Smith, 1988) have suggested further research using different
tests and different judges.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN OF THE STUDY

Sources of Data

The data for this study consist of the following.

1) Angoff standard setting ratings on multiple-choice items from three licensing
or credentialing examinations.

2) Empirical examinee response data for the items.

Description of examinations. Following is a description of the each of the
examinations included in the study. The examinations used are tests for the licensing
or certifications of candidates in regulated professions.

Examination A. This examination is for the certification of physicians in a
speciality area and it includes multiple-choice items. The data used in this study are
from the multiple-choice items. Two sets of candidates take the examination:
candidates for initial certification and candidates for re-certification (every six years
after initial certification). Both groups take a common set of 105 test items. The
common set of test items is used for this study. Judges make a single Angoff rating
for each item by answering the same standard setting question for both levels of
certification (initial and re-certification).
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Data are used from two different years (test forms) of the examination. The
numbers of candidates were 1,867 and 3,322 for initial certification and 5,957 and
3,316 for re-certification.

Examination B. This is an examination for professional credentialing. The
test includes multiple-choice item sections of 31 and 44 items each, for a total of 75
multiple-choice items. The test also includes additional items in other formats,
although only the multiple-choice items are considered in this study. The number of
examinees included in the study is 41,560.

Examination C. This is an examination for professional licensing. The test
consists of approximately 550 multiple-choice items, although a representative subset
of 162 items was used for the standard setting study. Data for 5,422 examinees are
included in the study.

Data Collection

The procedures for collecting Angoff standard setting ratings on the multiplechoice items in each examination are described below.

Examination A

Judges. Ten judges completed item ratings for each item. All judges were
certified practitioners. The judges were assigned at random to each of two groups,
each group having a chairperson. Both groups reviewed the same set of items.

Training of judges. Judges were provided training on the purpose and
implementation of the Angoff standard setting procedure. As a group, the judges
discussed the characteristics of the minimally competent practitioner. They were
asked to consider the characteristics of certified practitioners and to think about the
characteristics of the minimally competent practitioner in relation to the content of the
licensing examination. Judges were reminded that examinees can guess the answer to
multiple-choice questions and that examinee guessing should be taken into account
when estimating the probability that a minimally competent candidate would answer an
item correctly. Judges were also asked to consider the plausibility of the distractors in
each item in making their item ratings. As part of training, judges reviewed and
discussed sample items from previous forms of the examination. Judges made and
discussed practice ratings on those items. Item data about the performance of all
candidates on the sample items were presented and discussed along with the sample
items during the training process.

Standard setting procedure. Judges were asked to first read the item
without knowing the correct answer, then answer the item on their own. Next, they
were to record their Angoff rating, using a scale of 0% to 100% in increments of 5%.
Then, judges looked at the correct answer and were advised to review their rating for
reasonableness if they had answered the item incorrectly themselves. Judges were also
provided with the empirical p-values of the items based on all candidates taking the
test. All judges completed an initial round of ratings using this procedure.

The next step was for the judges to review and discuss their ratings with the
group. Each judge read aloud his or her rating to each item. Each item was
considered in turn. If the range of judge ratings on any item was greater than 25%
then the judges with the most extreme ratings were asked to provided rationales for
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their ratings. All judges then discussed the item and the ratings for it. Judges were
provided an opportunity to change their initial ratings on the items, but no judge was
required to change ratings. The second set of ratings was used to compute a cutscore:
the average Angoff rating across all items and all judges.

Examination B

Judges. Judges were all credentialed practitioners. There were 13 judges
rating one section of the exam and 15 judges rating another section.

Training of judges. The training of judges included a review and discussion
of the purposes of the standard setting activities, a discussion of the rating procedure
to be used, and a discussion of what defines the minimally competent practitioner in
the field. Training also included a practice rating exercise forjudges under exam-like
conditions. In rating each item, judges were asked to consider the description
provided of the minimally competent candidate, the difficulty of the question, the skills
and content required to answer the question, and the plausibility of the distractors.

Standard setting procedure. Judges used a two-stage process for making
Angoff judgments. Judges first answered each test question without benefit of the
answer key. Next, they checked the answer key and then made their Angoff rating.
The rating scale used was the full range of percentages from 0 - 100. No item data
were provided during the first round of ratings.

The first round ratings were compiled and presented to judges, along with item
statistics based on all candidates taking the test. Judges then participated in a
discussion of the various ratings made on each item, considering the differences in
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those ratings and the reasons for those differences as stated by the judges. After the
discussion judges made a second rating for each item. Judges were reminded that the
population of minimally competent practitioners could be diverse with respect to a
number of characteristics including experiences, training, backgrounds, and special
talents.

The second round ratings were used to compute a cutscore: the mean rating
across all judges and all items.

Examination C

Judges. Twenty-seven judges participated in the standard setting rating
process. Judges included practicing professionals and educators involved in the
preparation and training of entry-level practitioners.

Training of judges. The training and orientation of judges included a number
of components including information about the purpose and format of the
examinations, information about the consequences of passing and failing the exams,
and training in the use of the Angoff rating procedure. Judges were reminded that for
five-option multiple-choice items the chance level of success for all examinees is 20%.
Before and after completing a practice item rating exercise, judges discussed the
characteristics of the "borderline" examinee. Judges were encouraged to ask questions
about the rating procedures and to discuss their conceptions of the "borderline"
examinee.

Standard setting procedure. Judges completed two rounds of Angoff
ratings. In the first round, judges estimated the percentage of borderline examinees
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who would correctly answer each item. During this round, judges had access to the
item answer key but did not have access to any data concerning examinee
performance.

The second round of ratings provided judges the opportunity to review their
first round ratings independently (there was no discussion among judges). For second
round ratings judges were provided with information about the percentage of
examinees who answered each item correctly, for the total group of examinees and for
examinees in each score decile (defined by total test score). In this way, judges could
consider examinee performance for subgroups of examinees based on their total test
performance. Judges were asked to reconsider each initial item rating in light of the
examinee performance data provided and were given the opportunity to revise any of
their initial judgements.

The second round ratings were used to compute a cutscore: the mean rating
across all judges and all items.

Differences between rating process for Examinations A, B, and C. There
were some differences in how the Angoff procedure was applied across the three
examinations in the study.

Exam A judges made a single Angoff rating for each item while considering
two groups of candidates (initial certification and re-certification).

Exam A judges had item data available in making first round ratings while
Exam B and C judges had item data available only during their second round ratings.
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Exam B judges used a rating scale of all integers 0-100. The Exam A and
Exam C rating scale was in increments of 5 percentage points.

Exam A and B judges discussed their item ratings as a group. Exam C judges
did not.

Exam C judges included both practitioners and educators involved in the
preparation of candidates. Exam A and B judges were all practitioners.

The examinee performance data given to Exam C judges was more detailed
than the data given to the other judges. Exam C judges were provided item data not
only for all examinees (as was the case for Exams A and B), but also for examinees in
each score decile.

Similarities between rating process for Examinations A, B, and C. There
were a number of similarities among the three applications of the Angoff procedure.

All three sets of judges participated in a training process which included a
description and discussion of the minimally competent (borderline) candidate, a
discussion of the Angoff standard setting procedure, and a practice rating session
which included discussion of the practice items.

All three sets of judges used a two-stage Angoff procedure.

All three sets of judges were provided with empirical item data showing the
difficulty of each item for all candidates taking the examination.
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Collection of item data. Item data were collected from operational
administrations of each test. Examinees were candidates for the various credentials.

Limitations of the Data

There are a number of limitations to the data in this study.

1) The data are limited to the tests used (e.g., content and purpose of tests,
range and means of item difficulties, distribution of examinee scores, size of examinee
population, test reliability, SEM, cutscores on the tests).

2) The data are limited to the panels of judges used (number of judges per
panel and composition of panels).

3) The data are limited to the particular applications of the Angoff procedure
used (type of training provided, item data provided to judges, number of rounds of
ratings, procedures for discussion among judges and reconsideration of item ratings,
etc.).

4) The data are limited to the procedures used to pool the Angoff item ratings
across judges and the procedures used to determine cutscores for the tests.
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Treatment of the Data

1) For each item rated, the Angoff ratings were pooled across judges. The
mean rating across all judges for each item was computed.

2) For each item, the proportion of examinees in the borderline group
answering the question correctly was calculated. The borderline group of examinees
was defined as those examinees scoring either at the cutscore or within plus or minus
one item (0.20 to 0.25 SEM) of the cutscore for the test. For all three examinations
the cutscore was defined as the mean Angoff rating across all judges and across all
items.

The score interval defining the borderline group was chosen as the most
narrow band of examinees for which a p-value could be computed reliably. In other
studies (Plake, Impara & Irwin, 1999; Goodwin, 1999; Brown, 1993) the borderline
group has been defined as those examinees within plus or minus one standard error of
measurement (SEM) of the test cutscore. However, the wider the band of scores
defining the borderline group, the more variable the examinees included in the
borderline group may be. In many certification tests there may be more examinees
above the cutscore than below (or vice versa), so that the borderline group defined by
plus or minus one SEM may be biased toward those examinees above (or below) the
cutscore. Goodwin (1999) noted that one reason for the existence of a difference
between the cutscore and the mean score of the borderline group in her study was that
"the distribution of scores around the pass score was not exactly symmetrical."
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One way of evaluating the potential bias of p-value estimates for a borderline
group is to examine the relationship between the cutscore and the mean score of the
proposed borderline group. If the mean score of the borderline group is significantly
higher than the cutscore, the borderline group is biased above the cutscore, yielding
overestimates of true borderline performance. If the mean score of the borderline
group is lower than the cutscore, the borderline group is biased below the cutscore,
yielding underestimates of true borderline performance.

Data Analysis

The pooled Angoff rating for each item was compared to the empirical
p-value for the borderline group in three ways.

Accuracy of ratings. The Angoff rating for each item represents the judges'
estimate of the performance of the borderline (reference) group. The accuracy of
Angoff ratings was evaluated using the average absolute difference between Angoff
ratings and item p-values for the reference (borderline) group. The average absolute
difference is an indicator of the level of accuracy in the item ratings. The average of
absolute differences is important because the average of signed differences allows
positive and negative differences (overestimates and underestimates of borderline
performance) to cancel each other out, thereby masking overall inaccuracies in the
estimates by item.

The average absolute difference is reported for all items and by ranges of item
difficulties: for items with p-value < 0.50, for items with p > 0.50 < 0.80, and for items
with p > 0.80.
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In calculating average absolute differences for purposes of significance testing,
the p-values were normalized to have a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10.
The reason for this transformation is to put the Angoff ratings and item difficulties on
a scale that is linearly related to a scale with equal intervals. The percent or
proportion correct scale is not linearly related to a scale of difficulty with equal
intervals, and this transformation of item p-values is common (Henrysson, 1971).

Correlation of ratings to item p-values. The correlation of the pooled
Angoff ratings to the borderline group p-values was calculated for each test. This
correlation is a measure of the extent to which the judges' rank ordering of item
difficulties for the borderline group matches the actual rank ordering of those item
difficulties. This is not a direct measure of the accuracy of the estimates, but it is an
important indicator of the ability of the judges to carry out the rating task successfully.

For the purposes of these correlations, a transformation of the percent figures
was used as described above. The Pearson product-moment correlation requires that
both variables be on an equal interval scale.

Variability of Angoff ratings by item. Another measure of the accuracy of
the Angoff ratings is the variability of those ratings, particularly as it relates to the
variability of the borderline group p-values. If the variability of the Angoff ratings is
very different from the variability of the p-values that would indicate that the judges
are less successful at estimating item difficulty for borderline candidates. If the judges
are successful at estimating item difficulty, the variability of the Angoff ratings should
be similar to the variability of the borderline group p-values.
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Research Questions

An item-by-item rating process can be meaningful only to the extent that
judges discriminate successfully among items on the dimensions relevant to the
question being asked, in this case, difficulty for borderline candidates. The research
questions examine three dimensions of the Angoff ratings. Accuracy of ratings
focuses on the difference between judges' estimates of item difficulty for the borderline
(reference) group and the actual item difficulties for the borderline group. The
correlation of ratings to item difficulties focuses on the relative rank ordering of item
difficulties and judges' estimates of those difficulties. The variability of Angoff ratings
by item relative to the variability of item p-values provides a context for understanding
how the judges (as a group) rate the items.

Accuracy of Ratings

1) How accurately do judges estimate the performance of borderline
candidates? What is the average absolute difference between the Angoff ratings and
the item p-values for the bordeline group? If judges can accurately estimate the
performance of borderline candidates (by item), that suggests the validity of the
Angoff procedure.

2) Are the judges' ratings less accurate for harder items than for items of
moderate difficulty? If judges rate harder items less accurately than they rate items of
moderate difficulty, that might indicate areas for improvement in the implementation of
the Angoff method, perhaps in the training of judges.
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3) Are the judges' ratings less accurate for easier items than for items of
moderate difficulty? If judges rate easier items less accurately than they rate items of
moderate difficulty, that might indicate possible areas for improvement in the
implementation of the Angoff method, perhaps in the training of judges.

4) Are the Angoff ratings more accurate than if the ratings had been random?
It is assumed that if the Angoff ratings were random the mean Angoff rating on each
item would equal 50. If the judges' ratings are more accurate than random ratings,
that would suggest the validity of the procedure.

5) Are the Angoff ratings more accurate than if the average rating had been
applied to each item? If the judges' ratings are more accurate than the average rating,
that would suggest the validity of the procedure.

Correlation of Angoff Ratings to Item Difficulties

What is the correlation of the Angoff rating of each item (judges' estimates of
borderline group performance) and the actual item performance for the borderline
group? Are judges successful at rank ordering items by difficulty for borderline
candidates? A strong positive correlation would suggest the validity of the procedure.

Variability of Angoff Ratings

What is the relationship between the variability of the Angoff ratings for each
item (across judges) and the variability of the borderline group p-values? The Angoff
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rating for each item is the mean of all the individual judge ratings for that item. What
is the variability of those values, particularly in relation to the variability of the item
p-values? If the variability of the Angoff values is much less than the variability of the
item p-values, that might suggest that judges (as a group) are not attending to the
actual item difficulties in making their estimates. This might suggest improvements in
the training of judges.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS

Introduction

This chapter presents the results of the study, beginning with descriptive
statistics for the tests, followed by results for the research questions posed in
Chapter 3.

Definition of Borderline (Reference) Groups

As discussed in Chapter 3, the borderline group was defined for each test so as
to meet two key goals.

1) The size of the borderline (reference) group is sufficient to estimate
p-values.

2) The group is defined as narrowly as possible to ensure that the sample is not
biased in either direction, above or below the cutscore. One way to evaluate this is to
examine the mean score of the reference group in relation to the cutscore. The
reference group sample will yield unbiased estimates of p-values if the mean score of
the reference group is close to the cutscore for the test. If the mean score of the
borderline group is above or below the cutscore that will yield biased estimates of the
borderline group p-values.
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Table 1
Definition of Borderline (Reference) Groups
Exam

Reference
Group

N

Exam A
Dataset 1,
Group A

±0.25
SEM
(one item)

Exam A
Dataset 1,
Group B

Cutscore
(items)

139

Mean Raw
Score of
Ref Group
67.95

68.00

Mean Score if
Ref Group
+ 1.00 SEM*
69.01

±0.25
SEM
(one item)

164

68.04

68.00

68.93

Exam A
Dataset 2,
Group A

±0.25
SEM
(one item)

488

71.03

71.00

71.21

Exam A
Dataset 2,
Group B

±0.25
SEM
(one item)

564

71.12

71.00

71.57

Exam B

at cutscore

1425

47.00

47.00

46.94

Exam C

±0.20
SEM
(one item)

754

103.98

104.00

104.79

*This indicates that the mean of a wider reference group (± 1.00 SEM) would result in
a mean score further from the cutscore than with the more narrowly drawn borderline
(reference) group.

For Exam A, there are two datasets, one each from two different test
administration years (datasets 1 and 2). For each dataset there are two groups of
examinees. Group A are candidates for initial certification in the profession. Group B
are candidates for re-certification. As described earlier, the standard setting judges
made a single rating for each item to be applied to both groups of candidates.
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These results indicate that the reference groups were defined appropriately.
The n of each reference group is adequate to estimate item p-values, while the mean
score for each reference group is almost identical to the cutscore for the test,
indicating that the reference groups used provide unbiased estimates of borderline
group performance.

Table 2 provides descriptive statistics for each examination.

Table 2
Examination Descriptive Statistics
Number
of items
105
105
105
105

Mean
(ALL)
76.4
79.0
73.5
75.1

SD
(ALL)
7.4
8.6
8.5
9.5

Mean
(REF)
68.0
68.0
71.0
71.1

Cutscore

SEM

KR-20

68.0
68.0
71.0
71.0

4.0
3.9
4.1
4.1

0.707
0.798
0.764
0.817

Exam B

75

42.8

10.3

47.0

47.0

3.9

0.856

Exam C

162

112.4

9.4

104.0

104.0

5.2

0.694*

Dataset
Exam
Exam
Exam
Exam

A,
A,
A,
A,

1A
IB
2A
2B

*KR-20 reported for sample of 162 items used for standard setting study. KR-20 is
0.91 for full-length exam of 550 items.

Table 2 indicates that there is a difference in the mean score of the reference
(borderline) group and the total (all) group. For Exam B the reference (borderline)
group has a higher mean than the total group of examinees. The cutscore for Exam B
is above the mean score. Table 2 also shows that for Exam A the two groups of
borderline candidates (initial and re-certification) had identical (or nearly identical)
mean scores within each dataset.
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Research Questions

This section reports the findings related to the specific research questions
stated in Chapter 3. The research questions examine three dimensions of the Angoff
ratings. Accuracy of ratings focuses on the difference between judges' estimates of
item difficulty for the borderline (reference) group and the actual item difficulties for
the borderline group. The correlation of ratings to item difficulties focuses on the
relative rank ordering of item difficulties and judges' estimates of those difficulties.
The variability of Angoff ratings by item provides a context for understanding how the
judges (as a group) rate the items.

Accuracy of Ratings

The accuracy of Angoff ratings is evaluated by comparing the Angoff rating
(across judges) for each item to its corresponding p-value for the reference group.

1) How accurately can the judges predict the performance of the borderline
(reference) group for each item?

Table 3 presents the average absolute difference (across all items) between the
Angoff rating for each item and its corresponding reference group p-value. The
average absolute difference is important because for any given item the Angoff rating
(estimate of borderline group performance) may be an overestimate or an
underestimate. An average of these signed differences will mask the extent of
accuracy because the overestimates will cancel out the underestimates. The average of
the absolute value differences provides a more complete picture of the extent to which
the Angoff ratings are accurate estimates of borderline group performance.
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Table 3
Average Absolute Difference Between Angoff Ratings
and P-values for Reference Group
Dataset

Average
absolute
difference
0.17
0.16
0.17
0.17

0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11

Exam B

0.06

0.04

Exam C

0.05

0.03

Exam
Exam
Exam
Exam

A,
A,
A,
A,

1A
IB
2A
2B

SD

Table 3 indicates that the judges for Exam A were much less accurate in their
ratings than the judges for Exams B and C. The average absolute difference for Exam
A is about three times as large as the difference for Exams B and C. The judges for
Exams B and C were quite accurate in making their estimates of borderline group
performance. The ability of Exam B and C judges to accurately estimate borderline
group performance by item suggests the validity of the Angoff procedure. Conversely,
the results for Exam A suggest difficulties in applying the procedure.

Table 4 presents the average absolute difference for difficult items (p < 0.50),
for items of moderate difficulty (p > 0.50 < 0.80), and for easy items (p > 0.80).
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Table 4
Average Absolute Difference Between Angoff Ratings
and Reference Group P-values, by Level of Item Difficulty
Dataset
Exam A, 1A
Exam A, IB
Exam A, 2A
Exam A, 2B

All items (sd)
0.17(0.11)
0.16(0.11)
0.17(0.11)
0.17(0.11)

p < 0.50
0.24(0.13)
0.25 (0.10)
0.28(0.10)
0.26(0.10)

p > .50 < 0.80
0.07 (0.06)
0.07 (0.04)
0.08 (0.05)
0.08 (0.04)

p > 0.80
0.21 (0.06)
0.22 (0.07)
0.19(0.09)
0.20 (0.09)

Exam B

0.06 (0.04)

0.08 (0.04)

0.05 (0.04)

0.07 (0.03)

Exam C

0.05 (0.03)

0.07 (0.04)

0.04 (0.03)

0.06 (0.03)

Table 4 indicates that judges rate items of moderate difficulty more accurately
than they rate difficult items and easy items. The average absolute difference between
the Angoff ratings and the reference group p-values is less for items of moderate
difficulty than for harder or easier items. This result is consistent across all three
exams, although the differences in accuracy across item difficulty levels are greater for
Exam A.

Hypothesis testing. For the following four hypothesis tests (for research
questions 2 - 5), the Type I error rate was set at 0.0125 due to multiple comparisons
being made within each dataset (0.05 / 4 = 0.0125). Differences are reported on the
transformed p-value scale.

2) Are the judges' ratings less accurate for harder items than for items of
moderate difficulty? If judges rate harder items less accurately than they rate items of
moderate difficulty, that might suggest improvements in the training of judges.
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ADI = average absolute difference between Angoff ratings and p-values for
reference group (items with p-value > 0.50 < 0.80)
AD2 = (items with p-value <0.50)

This is a test of the difference of two means for independent samples with
unequal n and variances. A one-tailed significance test was used, testing the null
hypothesis against a directional alternative.

Table 5
Difference Between Average Absolute Difference
for Difficult Items and Items of Moderate Difficulty
ADI -AD2

t(df)

Critical value
(p = 0.0125)

-4.43
-4.98
-5.06
-4.47

-6.24 (41)
-8.18(31)
-8.81 (35)
-8.41 (35)

2.4*
2.5*
2.4*
2.4*

Exam B

-1.11

-1.88 (20)

2.5

Exam C

-0.72

-3.38 (45)

2.4*

Dataset
Exam
Exam
Exam
Exam

A,
A,
A,
A,

1A
IB
2A
2B

For Exams A and C, judges rated difficult items less accurately than they rated
items of moderate difficulty. For Exam B there was not a significant difference in
accuracy. This suggests that for Exams A and C there might be areas for improvement
in the implementation of the Angoff procedure, particularly in the training of judges.
Judges might be trained to better recognize that some test items are relatively quite
difficult for examinees, especially "borderline" examinees. The results above indicate
that judges are less accurate in their estimates of borderline group performance for the
more difficult items. If judges were equally accurate across levels of item difficulty
that would enhance the validity of the Angoff procedure.
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3) Are the judges' ratings less accurate for easier items than for items of
moderate difficulty? If judges rate easier items less accurately than they rate items of
moderate difficulty, that might suggest improvements in the training of judges.

AD3 = (items with p-value > 0.80)

This is a test of the difference of two means for independent samples with
unequal n and variances. A one-tailed significance test was used, testing the null
hypothesis against a directional alternative.

Table 6
Difference Between Average Absolute Difference
for Easy Items and Items of Moderate Difficulty
ADI -AD3

t(df>

Critical value
(p = 0.0125)

-6.21
-6.44
-4.67
-5.47

-10.35 (52)
-10.44(40)
-7.82 (48)
-8.55 (39)

2.4*
2.4*
2.4*
2.4*

Exam B

-1.67

-3.82 (16)

3.6*

Exam C

-1.46

-4.10(40)

2.4*

Dataset

Exam
Exam
Exam
Exam

A,
A,
A,
A,

1A
IB
2A
2B

For all three exams, judges rated easy items less accurately than they rated
items of moderate difficulty. This suggests that there might be areas for improvement
in the implementation of the Angoff procedure, particularly in the training of judges.
Judges might be trained to better recognize that some test items are relatively easy for
examinees, even "borderline" examinees. The results above indicate that judges are
less accurate in their estimates of borderline group performance for the easier items. If
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judges were equally accurate across levels of item difficulty that would enhance the
validity of the Angoff procedure.

4) Are the Angoff ratings more accurate than random Angoff ratings? Do
judges rate items more accurately than if random ratings were applied to all items?

AD4 = average absolute difference of Angoff ratings and p-values for reference
group if Angoff ratings were random (= 0.50)

This is a test of the difference of two means for dependent samples, because
the two means being tested are from the same set of items. A one-tailed significance
test was used, testing the null hypothesis against a directional alternative.

Table 7
Difference Between Average Absolute Difference
Using Angoff ratings and Using Random Angoff Ratings for All Items
ADI -AD4
-1.804
-1.870
-2.199
-1.997

t
-5.28
-5.80
-5.39
-4.91

sig (one-tailed)
.000*
.000*
.000*
.000*

Exam B

-3.505

-9.04

000*

Exam C

-3.762

-13.18

.000*

Dataset
Exam A, 1A
Exam A, IB
Exam A, 2A
Exam A, 2B

For all three exams, the judges' ratings were more accurate than if the Angoff
ratings had been random.
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5) Are the Angoff ratings more accurate than if the mean AngofF rating were
applied to each item? Do judges rate items more accurately than if the mean rating
were applied to each item?

AD5 = average absolute difference of Angoff ratings and p-values for reference
group if Angoff rating for each item is equal to the mean Angoff rating

This is a test of the difference of two means for dependent samples, because
the two means being tested are from the same set of items. A one-tailed significance
test was used, testing the null hypothesis against a directional alternative.

Table 8
Difference Between Average Absolute Difference
Using Angoff Ratings and Using Mean Angoff Rating for All Items
ADI -AD5
-0.932
-0.839
-0.741
-0.720

t
-6.53
-5.66
-5.09
-5.11

sig (one-tailed)
.000*
.000*
.000*
.000*

Exam B

-2.337

-6.77

.000*

Exam C

-2.517

-12.69

.000*

Dataset
Exam A, 1A
Exam A, IB
Exam A, 2A
Exam A, 2B

For all three exams, the judges' ratings are more accurate than if the mean
Angoff rating had been applied to each item.

Correlation

What is the correlation of the Angoff ratings to the actual performance of the
borderline group? How well do the judges' estimates of borderline group performance
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preserve the rank order of actual borderline group performance by item? A strong
positive correlation between the estimates of performance and actual performance
would suggest an underlying validity of the procedure.

A one-tailed test of significance was used, testing the null hypothesis against a
directional alternative.

Table 9
Correlation of AngofT Ratings to P-values for Reference Group
Dataset

Correlation

Exam A, 1A

0.6220

Significance
(one-tailed)
.000

95% Confidence
Interval
0.487 - 0.727

Exam A, IB

0.6469

.000

0.520-0.747

Exam A, 2A

0.6175

.000

0.481 -0.725

Exam A, 2B

0.6153

.000

0.474 - 0.721

Exam B

0.9333

.000

0.895 -0.957

Exam C

0.9453

.000

0.927 - 0.960

The correlation of Angoff ratings to borderline group (reference group)
p-values is significantly different from zero for all datasets. The correlations are
moderate to very strong (0.6153 - 0.9453). Judges' estimates of borderline group
performance are directly related to the rank ordering of item difficulties for the
borderline group. Judges are successful at estimating the relative difficulty of items for
the borderline group. This suggests an underlying validity to the Angoff procedure.
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The correlations are stronger for Exams B and C than for Exam A. This
suggests that the judges for Exams B and C were more successful in rating the items
according to the actual item difficulties.

Variability of Angofif Ratings

The variability of Angoff ratings across items may play an important role in the
validity of the procedure. To what extent do the judges' ratings (mean rating for each
item across judges) vary across items, especially in relation to the variability of item
difficutlies? If the judges are successful at estimating borderline group performance,
their ratings should be nearly as variable across items as the actual item difficulties.

One limitation to this method of evaluation is that mean Angoff ratings across
all judges are used. The use of the average Angoff rating across judges for each item
may tend to limit the variability of ratings across items. Individual judge ratings may
have greater variability. However, as was discussed earlier there are compelling
reasons to use the pooled Angoff rating for each item as the basis for the rest of the
study.

Table 10 provides the mean and standard deviation of the Angoff ratings
across all items. For each item, the Angoff rating is the mean of the ratings across all
judges. The standard deviation reported is the standard deviation of those item-level
values.
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Table 10
Mean and Standard Deviation of AngofT Ratings
Dataset

Mean

SD

0.64
0.64
0.68
0.68

0.07
0.07
0.06
0.06

Exam B

0.62

0.14

Exam C

0.64

0.13

Exam
Exam
Exam
Exam

A,
A,
A,
A,

1A
IB
2A
2B

Table 10 indicates that Exam A had much less variability in Angoff ratings than
Exam B and Exam C. The standard deviation of the Angoff ratings for Exam A is
approximately half the standard deviation of the Angoff ratings for Exams B and C.
This difference in variability of Angoff ratings across items may explain a great deal of
the difference in other results for Exam A as compared to Exams B and C.

If there is less variability across items in the Angoff ratings there is less chance
that those Angoff ratings can be relatively accurate as estimates of actual examinee
performance. However, it should be noted that the variability of pooled Angoff
ratings across items may be limited by the variability of actual item difficulties. If the
variability of item difficulties is limited, that may limit the variability of the judges'
ratings.

Accordingly, it is also important to consider the relationship between the
variability of the Angoff ratings and the variability of item p-values, as is shown in
Tables 11 and 12. What is the relationship between the variability of the Angoff
ratings and the variability of the item difficulties?
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Table 11 presents the means and standard deviations of item p-values for the
reference (borderline) groups.

Table 11
Mean and Standard Deviation of Item P-values for Reference Group
Dataset

Mean

SD

0.65
0.65
0.68
0.68

0.24
0.23
0.23
0.22

Exam B

0.63

0.18

Exam C

0.64

0.13

Exam A,
Exam A,
Exam A,
Exam A,

1A
IB
2A
2B

Exam A had greater variability of borderline group p-values than either
Exam B or C, even though there was less variability in the AngofF ratings for Exam A.

Table 12 shows the ratio of the variability (standard deviation) of AngofF
ratings to the variability of the reference group item p-values.

Table 12
Ratio of Variability of Angoff Ratings and Item P-values for Reference Group
Dataset
SD p-values

Exam
Exam
Exam
Exam

A,
A,
A,
A,

Ratio of SD Angoff to

0.29
0.30
0.26
0.27

1A
IB
2A
2B

Exam B

0.78

Exam C

1.00
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Exam A has a smaller standard deviation of Angoff ratings than Exams B and
C, particularly in relation to the standard deviation of the borderline group item
p-values for each respective examination. The judges for Exam A show less variation
in their mean Angoff ratings across items relative to the variation in difficulty level for
those same items. The standard deviation of Angoff ratings for Exam A is only 26 30% as large as the standard deviation of item difficulties for the borderline group,
while the same ratios for Exams B and C are 78% and 100%. This result raises
additional questions about the ability of the Exam A judges to make valid Angoff
ratings.

Relationship between reference group p-values and total group p-values.

Inspection of the two sets of p-values for each item (borderline candidates and all
candidates) reveals that the differences between them are not unidirectional or
uniform. For some items, the borderline (reference) group p-value is higher, while for
other items the total group p-value is higher. The level of difference is not nearly
uniform either. For some items, the two p-values are identical or nearly so. For other
items the two p-values are quite different. Accordingly, judges cannot easily "predict"
the borderline group p-values from the total group p-values, which were the only ones
provided for two of the three exams. The two sets of p-values do not vary by a
constant. This result supports the notion of evaluating Angoff ratings in relation to
borderline group p-values rather than total group p-values.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The validity of the Angoff procedure depends in part on the ability of judges to
estimate the difficulty of items for borderline candidates. Since the Angoff standard
setting procedure was first introduced, many questions have been raised about the
ability of judges to complete this task.

The results of this study provide both positive and negative evidence
concerning the validity of the Angoff standard setting procedure. Some of the results
for the accuracy of Angoff ratings and the correlation of those ratings to borderline
group performance compare favorably to results obtained in related studies. Other
results raise questions about the validity of the Angoff procedure. Finally, the results
indicate some areas for improvement in the training of judges.

Accuracy

Accuracy is defined as the difference between judges' Angoff ratings (estimates
of item difficulty) and empirical item difficulties for a borderline group. Because
positive and negative differences cancel each other out, thereby masking inaccuracy in
ratings, a useful measure of accuracy is the average absolute difference between the
Angoff ratings and the reference group p-values. This study found average absolute
differences of 0.05 and 0.06 for two of the exams studied and 0.16 - 0.17 for the other
exam. Plake, Impara, and Irwin (1999) found an average absolute difference of 0.07,
similar to that found for two of the three cases in this study.
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The results for Exams B and C in this study compare favorably to the Plake,
Impara, and Irwin findings. Average absolute differences of 0.05 and 0.06 provide
evidence for the validity of the Angoff procedure. The judges were reasonably
accurate in their item-by-item estimates of difficulty for a borderline group. The
results for Exams B and C demonstrate that judges can accurately predict the
performance of borderline candidates at the item level.

The results for Exam A, much larger average absolute differences, raise
concerns about the validity of that particular application of the Angoff procedure. The
average absolute difference for Exam A was about three times as large as for Exams B
and C, and more than twice as large as that reported by Plake, Impara, and Irwin.
Judges for Exam A were far less accurate in their estimates of item difficulty for the
borderline group.

Additional, though limited validity evidence was provided by the results
showing that the judges' ratings were more accurate than if random ratings had been
applied, or if the mean rating across all items had been applied to each item. These
results indicate that the judges are adding something to the process beyond what
would be expected with random ratings or a uniform application of the mean rating.

Correlation

Judges were clearly successful at rank ordering the items by difficulty for
reference group candidates. This is one of the main criteria for internal consistency
(validity) of a standard setting method proposed by Kane (1994). The correlations
obtained ranged from 0.6153 - 0.6469 for Exam A to 0.9333 - 0.9453 for Exams B
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and C. The 95 /o confidence intervals obtained indicated that the correlations are
clearly well above zero and moderately to very strongly positive. These results
provide important evidence for the validity of the procedure.

However, the judges for Exams B and C fared better than the judges for Exam
A. The correlations for Exam A were uniformly lower than for the other two exams.

Few other studies of correlations of Angoff ratings to item p-values have been
conducted similar to the way this study was conducted. Most other such studies have
used only total group p-values, not borderline group p-values. Of the remaining
studies, some have been done by providing judges with a pre-defined "borderline"
p-values. Others have examined the correlation for each individual judge, or have
defined the borderline group by having the judges individually identify borderline
candidates before the test was given. The only directly comparable correlation study
was reported by Goodwin (1999), who found a correlation of 0.55 between Angoff
ratings by item (across judges) and borderline group p-values. The results of the
present study compare favorably to the Goodwin result, suggesting stronger evidence
for the validity of the Angoff method on this dimension.

Taube (1997) studied the relationship between estimated (based on Angoff
ratings) and empirical Rasch (one-parameter IRT) item difficulties. He reported
correlations of 0.39, 0.040, 0.42, and 0.62 for a series of four licensing examinations.
In the Taube study, item data were not provided to judges. Items were not discussed
by judges unless the difference between the highest and lowest Angoff rating across
judges was greater than 0.20. A total of 13 judges participated, and seven of those
judges rated all four examinations.
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In terms of correlations, the results of this study provide additional evidence of
the validity of the AngofF procedure for multiple-choice items. The many correlational
studies done (using different procedures and parameters than this study) have reported
correlations from barely moderate (0.38) to very strong (0.98), in the case of judges'
being provided a pre-defined set of "borderline like" p-values. The results of this study
show correlations ranging from moderately strong (0.62) to very strong (0.95).

In the few studies that reported the correlations for individual judges, it was
rare for any single judge's ratings to have a stronger correlation to item p-values than
the total group ratings.

Variability of AngofT Ratings

The mean AngofF rating by item showed much less variability than the item pvalues for one of the exams studied (Exam A). The ratio of the standard deviation of
AngofF ratings to the standard deviation of borderline group p-values was 0.26 - 0.30
for Exam A, 0.78 for Exam B, and 1.00 for Exam C. Goodwin (1999) reported
standard deviations of 0.10 and 0.18 respectively, for a ratio of 0.56, a value between
the extremes found in this study.

For Exam A there was much less variation in the group ratings, both in
absolute terms and as compared to the variation of the actual item difficulties. For
Exams B and C, the variability of the AngofF ratings compares favorably to the
variability of item difficulties for the borderline group. The results for Exams B and C
provide evidence for the validity of the AngofF procedure (and they compare favorably
to other results reported in the literature), while the results for Exam A raise concerns
about the AngofF procedure.
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Accuracy of Ratings by Level of Item Difficulty

The results of this study demonstrate clearly that even when judges are
somewhat successful at estimating difficulty of items for borderline candidates (as with
two of the three exams studied), the degree of success depends in part on the difficulty
level of the items. Within the results for each exam, judges were more successful at
estimating the difficulty of "moderately difficult" items, defined as those items with
p > 0.50 < 0.80. Judges were less successful in rating difficult items (p < 0.50) and
easy items (p > 0.80). The results for Exam A show that the judges were inaccurate
overall, but far less inaccurate for items of moderate difficulty.

The significance tests using the transformed p-value scale indicated differences
in accuracy by level of item difficulty, except in one case out of 12. On the p-value
scale, the differences were as follows:
*

For Exam A, the average absolute difference between the Angoff rating and
the borderline group p-value was 0.07 - 0.08 for items of moderate difficulty, 0.24 0.28 for difficult items, and 0.19 - 0.22 for easier items.

For Exam B the average absolute differences were 0.05 for items of moderate
difficulty, 0.07 for difficult items, and 0.08 for easy items. For Exam C the differences
were 0.04, 0.07, and 0.06.

There are two possible explanations for why judges are more accurate for
items of moderate difficulty. First, it is possible that judges tend to make central
judgments of item difficulty regardless of actual item difficulty (even when they are
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provided with item p-values). Judges (as a group) may tend to avoid making ratings
near the extremes of the rating scale. This tendency may be exacerbated by the use of
the average Angoff rating across judges for each item. Even if some individual judges
make ratings at the extreme ends of the rating scale, across judges these ratings tend to
cancel out, and it must be recalled that the entire standard setting process is predicated
on taking some measure of central tendency of ratings across judges and items.

A second possible explanation is that judges, even when presented with item
p-values, have a tendency to discount the actual difficulty or ease of items at the
extremes of the p-value scale. Judges are typically instructed to use the p-values only
as one source of information in making ratings. They are asked to inspect each item
and make a judgment about its difficulty for borderline candidates. It may be that
judges cannot "accept" the fact that some items are very easy or very difficult for the
candidates in their profession. Judges may be unwilling to assign very high or low
Angoff ratings to items even though it is clear that some items are either very easy or
very difficult for the candidates.

Enhanced training of judges might focus on the review and discussion of
sample items at the extremes of the difficulty scale. Judges could discuss the item
characteristics that make particular items either very difficult or very easy for
candidates. Sample items with various difficulty levels should be the focus of this
discussion during training. Even though for all cases in this study judges were clearly
instructed to rate items according to how borderline candidates would actually
perform (rather than how they should perform), this point may need to be further
emphasized throughout training and subsequent discussion of items.
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Differences Among Rating Procedures

The results from Exams B and C provide strong validity evidence for the
Angoff procedure, in terms of rating accuracy, correlation of ratings to bordeline
group p-values, and variability of ratings. On the other hand, the results for Exam A
demonstrate little validity evidence beyond a moderately strong correlation of Angoff
ratings to borderline group p-values. What differences among the applications of the
Angoff procedure could account for this difference in results?

The most important difference between the rating procedures for the three
exams studied was that judges rating Exam A were making a single set of Angoff
ratings for two distinct groups of candidates: candidates for initial certification and
candidates for re-certification. Judges were instructed to give a single Angoff rating to
each item. The concept was that a borderline candidate is a borderline candidate
regardless of whether that candidate is a new practitioner or an experienced candidate
applying for re-certification.

In one sense it seems reasonable to ask judges to make a single rating, but in
another sense it does not. Consider the typical experiences of the entry-level
candidate. He or she has just completed academic and pre-service training and
preparation. On the other hand, the candidate for re-certification has had some years
of experience and may have had limited recent exposure to formal training and study.
These two different types of experience may yield two different profiles of candidate
knowledge and ability. And yet the judges for Exam A were asked to assign a single
estimate of "borderline" group performance to each particular test item. It may well
be that judges had difficulty with this rating task because conceptually it is more
complex than considering a single group of candidates. Athough it could be argued
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that "borderline" is "borderline", it could also be argued that entry-level candidates
generally have a different profile of knowledge and experiences than candidates for
re-certification. At the item level it might be reasonable to expect that these two
groups of borderline candidates would perform differently. If that is the case it would
be very difficult for judges to assign a single Angoff rating to each item.

How different were the p-values for the two groups? A comparison of the
reference group p-values for the two sets of candidates in Exam A (candidates for
initial certification and candidates for re-certification) reveals differences at the item
level. For each of the two datasets for Exam A, the two different reference groups of
candidates had nearly identical mean scores across all items. However, there were
differences in borderline (reference) group p-values by item. Table 13 provides the
average absolute difference between the borerline group p-values for initial
certification candidates and re-certification candidates.

Table 13
Average Absolute Difference Between Reference Group P-values for Initial
Certification Candidates and Re-certification Candidates (Exam A)

Dataset_Average Absolute Difference_SD
Exam A, 1
0.06
0.05
Exam A, 2
0.06
0.05

Exam A judges were making a single estimate of borderline group performance
across both groups of candidates. Although the two groups of borderline candidates
had nearly identical mean scores overall, there were differences in performance at the
item level. These differences may have complicated the Angoff rating task for Exam A
judges.
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Exam C judges included both practitioners and educators involved in the
preparation of candidates, while Exam A and B judges were all practitioners. It is
possible that the inclusion of educators improved the accuracy of Angoff ratings for
Exam C because the educators were more familiar with the skills and abilities of the
entry-level candidates.

The other differences among the rating procedures do not seem nearly as
significant.

Exam A judges had item data available in making both first and second round
ratings, while Exam B and C judges had item data available only during their second
round ratings. It is possible that the inclusion of item data in first round ratings may
have made some Exam A judges less likely to change their initial estimates. However,
it does not seem likely that this would fully account for the large differences in results.

Exam A and B judges discussed their item ratings as a group. Exam C judges
did not. Since Exam A was most different in terms of the results it is doubtful that this
would account for the differences.

Exam C judges were provided item data not only for all examinees (as was the
case for Exams A and B), but also for examinees in each score decile. The examinee
performance data given to Exam C judges was much more detailed than the data given
to the other judges. However, there was no difference in overall accuracy between
Exams B and C, and no discernible difference in the correlations either, so it is unlikely
that this difference in procedure can account for much of the difference in results.
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Exam A had fewer judges (10 as compared to 13 - 27 for Exams B and C).
This may account for some of the difference, but it seems unlikely that it could
account for much of the difference in results, especially given that there were only
13 - 15 judges rating Exam B.

Differences Among Examinations

In addition to any differences in the Angoff rating procedures used, were there
any potentially significant differences in the examinations being rated? One difference
which could be important is that the item p-values (both borderline group and total
group) for Exam A were more variable than the item p-values for Exams B and C.
The standard deviation of borderline group p-values for Exam A was 0.22 to 0.24.
The standard deviations for Exams B and C were 0.18 and 0.13. The judges for Exam
A faced a set of items that were more varied in difficulty. Exam A had larger
proportions of items in both the difficult (p < 0.50) and easy (p > 0.80) categories than
Exams B and C, as shown in Table 14.

Table 14
Proportion of Items by Level of Difficulty
p < 0.50
.31
.26
.25
.27

p > 0.50 < 0.80
.33
.40
.37
.36

p > 0.80
.35
.34
.38
.37

B

.24

.59

.17

C

.20

.60

.20

Exam
A,
A,
A,
A,

1A
IB
2A
2B
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For all three exams the difficult and easy items were the more challenging
items for judges to rate. If a test has more items near the extremes of the difficulty
scale it may be more difficult for judges to rate that test accurately. Exam A presented
this challenge to judges.

Recommendations for Future Standard Setting Studies

The results of this study show that the validity of the Angoff procedure varies
across different applications. Accordingly, the validity of the method should be
evaluated each time it is used. The results from any application should be examined
for validity using criteria similar to the criteria from this study. In addition to the
training suggestions offered above, it is important for any practitioner using an Angoff
type standard setting procedure to evaluate the validity of the judges' ratings. The
validity of the Angoff procedure should not be assumed. Judges' ratings should be
evaluated in terms of accuracy and correlation to borderline group item p-values to
ensure that the ratings collected in each application of the Angoff method demonstrate
internal consistency (validity). If the judges' ratings are largely inaccurate with respect
to borderline group p-values (based on average absolute difference) or if there is not a
strong correlation between ratings and p-values, then the validity of that particular
application of the Angoff procedure is questionable. By examining the results of each
application of the procedure, practitioners may develop a better understanding of how
judges make their ratings, and that in turn may lead to improvements in the
implementation of the procedure.
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Recommendations for Further Research

It is recommended that future studies evaluate the potential for improvements
in judge training. Given a particular exam, judges could be assigned at random to
various training conditions. The focus of training would be on items that are very easy
or very difficult for candidates, because those items proved most challenging for
judges to rate. The results of training could be evaluated on the basis of the criteria
used for this study: accuracy of Angoff estimates, the correlation of those estimates to
empirical item difficulties for borderline candidates, and the variability of Angoff
ratings relative to the variability of borderline p-values.

Another area of research would examine how and why judges make their
standard setting ratings. Judges could be interviewed before and after making ratings
on certain items, as a group or individually, and those responses could be analyzed. Of
particular interest would be judges' reflections on very difficult or very easy test items,
since those types of items seem to be the most problematic for judges to rate
accurately.

The results of this study and other studies demonstrate some evidence for the
validity of the Angoff standard setting procedure. However, the study also shows that
the procedure may be less successful in its application. These results indicate that the
procedure can be valid, but that its validity should be checked for each application.
Practitioners should not assume that the Angoff method is valid. The results of this
study also show some limitations to the procedure even when the overall results are
positive. The validity of the procedure may be enhanced by further study of methods
designed to ameliorate those limitations.
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APPENDIX
ITEM DATA
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This appendix provides data at the item level for each examination. The following
information is provided for each item:
Ang:

the mean Angoff rating across judges

p-val: the p-value for the reference (borderline) group of examinees
diff:

the Angoff rating minus the p-value

Note: All values are rounded to two decimal places.

Exam A, Dataset 1, Group A
Ang

p-val

diff

.57
.72
.73
.75
.70
.73
.74
.75
.70
.71
.66
.69
.70
.69
.71
.78
.69
.61
.71
.73
.65
.71
.68
.67
.63
.71
.68
.69

1.00
.97
.99
.94
.97
.97
.92
.94
.96
.91
.94
.88
.94
.93
.90
.89
.91
.94
.94
.88
.91
.88
.84
.91
.87
.83
.84
.85

-.43
-.25
-.27
-.19
-.27
-.25
-.19
-.19
-.27
-.21
-.28
-.19
-.25
-.24
-.20
-.12
-.22
-.33
-.23
-.16
-.27
-.18
-.16
-.25
-.25
-.13
-.16
-.16
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Exam A, Dataset 1, Group A (continued)
Ang

p-val

diff

.69
.66
.71
.47
.63
.62
.67
.66
.73
.65
.71
.65
.67
.69
.72
.70
.67
.71
.74
.72
.64
.65
.72
.65
.61
.58
.66
.60
.72
.68
.66
.73
.72
.67
.73
.63
.60
.64
.68
.67

.88
.86
.86
.76
.73
.81
.81
.73
.83
.82
.78
.81
.75
.73
.68
.73
.74
.73
.76
.72
.81
.72
.73
.74
.77
.67
.68
.60
.68
.55
.65
.60
.67
.58
.61
.52
.55
.60
.55
.55

-.19
-.20
-.15
-.29
-.10
-.19
-.14
-.07
-.10
-.17
-.07
-.16
-.08
-.04
.03
-.04
-.07
-.02
-.03
.00
-.17
-.07
-.02
-.09
-.16
-.09
-.03
-.01
.04
.13
.01
.13
.05
.09
.12
.10
.05
.04
.13
.12
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Exam A, Dataset 1, Group A (continued)
Ang
.61
.57
.55
.61
.55
.56
.60
.64
.63
.60
.62
.66
.44
.56
.51
.67
.62
.59
.52
.73
.52
.55
.69
.58
.61
.53
.51
.61
.60
.59
.57
.64
.55
.50
.59
.62
.54

p-val
.45
.61
.46
.47
.62
.39
.43
.47
.39
.56
.49
.50
.48
.55
.50
.45
.28
.49
.45
.37
.43
.38
.38
.29
.35
.37
.25
.33
.38
.28
.20
.13
.24
.14
.17
.14
.10

diff
.16
-.04
.09
.14
-.07
.17
.17
.17
.24
.03
.13
.16
-.04
.01
.01
.22
.34
.10
.07
.36
.09
.17
.31
.29
.26
.16
.26
.28
.22
.31
.37
.51
.31
.36
.41
.48
.44
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Exam B

-.04
-.03
-.11
-.06
-.07
-.07
-.03
i
o
-.12
-.09
.03
-.09
-.06
-.03
-.05
.00
-.09
-.09
.00
-.05
.04
-.14
.00
.03
-.02
.06
-.14
-.06
.01
.08
-.01
.05
.07
.00
-.02
.05
On

.93
.94
.96
.86
.87
.83
.78
.85
.86
.84
.78
.83
.82
.78
.79
.76
.76
.79
.80
.76
.76
.73
.79
.73
.68
.80
.70
.78
.64
.70
.63
.68
.61
.62
.63
.61
.60
.64

diff

00
o
r

.89
.91
.85
.80
.80
.76
.75
.78
.74
.75
.81
.74
.76
.75
.75
.76
.67
.71
.71
.76
.71
.77
.65
.73
.71
.78
.76
.64
.58
.71
.71
.68
.66
.69
.63
.59
.65
.58

p-val

i
o

Ang
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Exam B (continued)
Ang

p-val

difif

.62
.61
.65
.58
.68
.58
.67
.59
.55
.53
.57
.49
.54
.60
.64
.58
.50
.52
.48
.58
.62
.57
.52
.49
.51
.43
.44
.44
.43
.46
.44
.50
.43
.43
.38
.24
.18

.65
.62
.65
.62
.65
.60
.65
.64
.67
.54
.60
.63
.56
.52
.56
.55
.59
.56
.51
.48
.49
.50
.47
.47
.43
.43
.39
.39
.39
.34
.35
.35
.37
.35
.29
.19
.02

-.03
-.01
.00
-.04
.03
-.02
.02
-.05
-.12
-.01
-.03
-.14
-.02
.07
.08
.03
-.09
-.04
-.03
.10
.13
.07
.05
.02
.08
.00
.05
.05
.04
.12
.09
.15
.06
.08
.09
.05
.16
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Exam C
Ang

p-val

.40
.71
.59
.53
.87
.55
.66
.52
.78
.50
.48
.78
.65
.76
.39
.47
.63
.51
.83
.38
.55
.78
.83
.66
.69
.82
.89
.52
.78
.65
.84
.49
.62
.56
.88
.87
.78
.80

.29
.71
.53
.60
.93
.46
.60
.59
.83
.51
.44
.78
.71
.87
.32
.41
.69
.47
.88
.35
.47
.68
.91
.59
.66
.77
.92
.55
.84
.58
.85
.29
.61
.57
.90
.94
.77
.86

diff
.11
.00
.06
-.07
-.06
.09
.06
-.07
-.05
-.01
.04
.00
-.06
-.11
.07
.06
-.06
.04
-.05
.03
.08
.10
-.08
.07
.03
.05
-.03
-.03
-.06
.07
-.01
.20
.01
-.01
-.02
-.07
.01
-.06
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Exam C (continued)
Ang

-.06
-.04
.02
-.02
.10
.01
.00
-.01
-.04
-.02
.07
.06
.00
00

-.05
.00
CO

o
r

.64
.85
.40
.64
.46
.52
.58
.75
.55
.64
.67
.55
.67
.89
.73
.67
.58
.54
.59
.83
.65
.79
.85
.51
.62
.58
.72
.48
.33
.66
.59
.69
.33
.83
.73
.52
.28
.70
.58

diff

o
r

.58
.81
.42
.62
.56
.53
.58
.74
.51
.62
.74
.61
.67
.81
.68
.67
.55
.52
.68
.81
.63
.75
.83
.57
.66
.56
.72
.52
.44
.61
.58
.61
.45
.77
.57
.54
.32
.65
.58

p-val

-.02
.09
-.02
-.02
-.04
-.02
.06
.04
-.02
.00
.04
.11
-.05
-.01
-.08
.12
-.06
-.16
.02
.04
-.05
.00
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Exam C (continued)
p-val

diff

.71
.60
.83
.58
.64
.64
.67
.69
.61
.73
.37
.58
.72
.75
.52
.81
.64
.47
.48
.74
.56
.70
.43
.53
.54
.64
.58
.86
.74
.65
.61
.88
.73
.75
.70
.86
.58
.38
.57
.61

.74
.51
.88
.54
.56
.59
.73
.70
.64
.75
.25
.57
.68
.69
.37
.89
.60
.45
.55
.78
.50
.75
.43
.54
.56
.68
.60
.95
.74
.63
.59
.93
.75
.84
.66
.83
.51
.31
.59
.74

-.03
.09
-.05
.04
.08
.05
-.06
-.01
-.03
-.02
.12
.01
.04
.06
.15
-.08
.04
.02
-.07

i
o

Ang

N>

•

o

.06
-.05
.00
-.02
-.04
-.02
-.09
.00
.02
.02
-.05
-.02
-.09
.04
.03
.07
.07
-.02
-.13
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Exam C (continued)
Ang

p-val

.30
.69
.79
.73
.69
.67
.47
.65
.69
.85
.52
.39
.44
.70
.80
.73
.51
.69
.70
.46
.54
.82
.76
.83
.51
.53
.72
.72
.45
.59
.81
.79
.64
.73
.39
.49
.51
.72
.52

.34
.76
.85
.78
.67
.68
.42
.56
.69
.91
.44
.36
.42
.78
.91
.77
.44
.71
.75
.52
.47
.86
.82
.87
.43
.43
.73
.70
.43
.68
.83
.79
.66
.82
.47
.39
.62
.68
.56

diff
-.04
-.07
-.06
-.05
.02
-.01
.05
.09
.00
-.06
.08
.03
.02
-.08
-.11
-.04
.07
-.02
-.05
-.06
.07
-.04
-.06
-.04
.08
.10
-.01
.02
.02
-.09
-.02
.00
-.02
-.09
-.08
.10
-.11
.04
-.04
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Exam C (continued)
Ang

p-val

diff

.71
.88
.74
.57
.62
.85

.69
.94
.72
.59
.67
.90

.02
-.06
.02
-.02
-.05
-.05
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